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PURPOSE OP THESIS 

This video is a compilation of answers to questions 

regarding interviewing perspective employees from the recruiters 

of six public accounting firms. Each question is introduced and 

then answered (in video clip form) by either two or three 

recruiters. The purpose of this video is to give a student, who 

is interested in interviewing for a career in public accounting, 

a chance to see what types of things recruiters judge when making 

hiring decisions for their firms. The areas covered by questions 

were based on articles from accounting journals regarding 

recruiting. The video is meant as a means to get students to 

effectively critique themselves and their preparation for the 

interviewing process. 



DEVELOPMENT OF 
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RESEARCH PHASE 

The first step in the process was locate and read material (from 

reputable accounting periodicals) that pertained directly and indirectly 

to the recruiting process. I wanted to be sure and base my 

questions on established information, not things I "made Up". I have 

included some of these articles as a sample of research I did. 
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INTERVIEW 
TECHNIQUES 
FOR HIRING 

THE RIGHT 
GRADUATES 

Make sure you'Te 1vatching .for 
the personality indicators 

that tell1vhether a candidate 1mll 
fit 1mth your firm. 

ou're sitting in a small booth next to several 
other recruiters. Across the table is your 
twelfth interview of the day, another young 
accounting major who says he wants to be 
either a partner in a CPA firm 01' a CFO in 
industry. (They learn these little gems from 
fraternit.Y alumni who "know the ropes.") 
You're tired of hearing the same things all 
day, but you kind of like him, so you put 
him on the list to invite to your firm. Several 
weeks later the other interviewers at the 
firm recommend you make an offer to this 
likable kid. 

As the months pass, however, the new 
employee can't seem to keep up. He's rather 
lazy and is causing conflict with every senior 
he works for. How is this possible? Did you 
make an elTor in judgment 01' is the ititer
view proce~s itself to blame? Can anyone 
really foresee whether a candidate will be 
successful? Or is hiring the right person just 
luck? Be~ides, you're an accountant and you 
shouldn't be asked to be an expert inter
viewer, anyway. 

Recruiting the right graduate means the 
difference between your firm's future suc
cess and mediocrity. This article discusses 

RU'I/,UlD eliSE, ,UIJA, is p"esidclil (!f' llelle/wlIll'l.
Associates, a gel/emi II/(I/wgemel// COl/Sidling. cO/I/

pal/Y, in Newport Beach, California. 
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how to prepal'e for, conduct and evaluate 
an interview to improve your batting av
erage and minimize hiring mistakes. 

PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW 
The purpose of recruiting at the college 
level is threefold: 

1. To have junior staff to perform the 
necessary detail work. 

2. To gather a pool of talent to be future 
senior executives and partners. 

3. To help the firm grow by soliciting new 
clients. 

With these objectives, the key task in 
recruiting the college graduate is to locate 
and hire raw talent-talent that fits the 
firm. This talent must be evaluated on 

• Physical appearance. 
• Character. 
• Intellect. 
• Academic achievements. 
• Emotional characteristics. 
• Personality style. 
• Computer literacy. 
Preparation for the interview also will in

clude evaluating the firm to gain insight into 
the personal traits that fit it. Refore yOll!' 
clay of 45-minute interviews starts, you 
should 

1. Know the personality of your firm. 



2. Know your firm's current needs. 
3. Understand basic personality types. 
4. Review the candidates' transcripts 

and extracurricular activities. 
Know the personality of yOllr firm. 

Check with· your firm's management to 
agree on a clear description of your firm 
based on the following scale: 

Aggressive .................... Conservative 
Innovative ....................... Status quo 
Quick decision .... , ........... Slow decision 

making making 
Risk taking .......................... Caution 
Team playing ................ Individualistic 
Family atmosphere ... Formal atmosphere 
Fast work pace ............ Slow work pace 
Expanding ...... , .................... Stable 

Your interviews should focus on finding 
students who will fit with the firm. Most 
problems OCCUl' because of a mismatch be
tween an individual's style and the finll's 
culture. For example, one local firm re
cruited an aggressive kid with a profes
sional image and ambitious desires. The 
firm's culture, however, emphasized the 
status quo and the pace was slow. After a 
month, the conflict between the individual's 
style and the firm's culture was so great 
that he was asked to leave. 

K1IolV your firm's cllrrent needs. It's im
portant to evaluate your firm's strengths 
and weaknesses, pinpointing where talent 
\ViII be needed over the next few years
marketing, technical, functional (tax, alHlit, 
cost accounting), systems, computer or 
management expertise. 

The interview process should focus on se
lecting candidates whose natural strengths 
will shore up your firm's weaknesses. For 
example, one fil'm had a strong reputation 
for its technical expertise, but its client base 
was shrinking since its technical geniuses 
deplored practice development-an obvious 

.. weakness. Thus, recruiting focusecl on stu
dents who were extroverted, liked to be in 
groups and enjoyed extracurricular activ
ity-talents that could be turned to practice 
development. 

U1Iderstalld basic persollality types. 
Personality is a key issue. It's easy to find 
stuclents who excel at school and who can 
pick up technical skills. What's difficult is 
to understand a person's natural working 
style and then predict how that person will 
perform in yoU!' corporate culture. The foul' 
basic personality styles are listed in the 
sidebar at right. 

R£'v;ew transcr;pts alld extracurriculal' 
activities. Since interview time is limited, 
don't spend time asldng yes-and-no ques-
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tions about the candidate's cOUl'se:; or ac
tivities. Do you!' homework before the 
interview begins, 

CONDUCTING THIINlIRYIIW 
There are two secrets to conducting a suc
cessful interview: 

1. Let the candidate do 80-90% of the 
tall,ing. 

2. Focus on the candidate's behavior. 
Watch fol' what's important to the candi
date rather than what's said. 

Frequently, an interviewer forms an im
pression during the first few minutes and 
then dominates the conversation, asking 
standard questions, such as, "What courses 
have you take!)~" "What are your career 
goals?" "Do' you want to get your 
CPA?" "Do you like tax OJ' audit?" "What 
are your strengths and weaknesses?" "Do 
you like practice development?" 

The key is to avoid making up your millll 
quickly. Let candidates talk ubout thelll
selves and what interests them. Focus on 
actions, movements, body language, voice 
inlleclions and basic style. You can get im
portant clues about a candidate's potential 
fit with your firm by watching such behavior 
closely during the interview. 

THI INITIAL APPROAC" 
At the start of the in'tel'view, explain its 
purpose: "I'm here to tell you about the firm 
and to select candidates to visit it." Estab
lish time limits for the interview. Then start 
with an opening statement such as, "Tell 
me about yourself." 

The candidate's response immediately 
tells you a little bit. For example, if the 
candidate begins in chronological order 

-~ ... 
• r .• ',~ .1. '\ ~:.~~".'~" 

. Successful recruiting of new college gniduates hivolves 
, matching your firm's,'cultur~'and employment needs with 

. an jndivid1::l~1'8 personality and· needs,. Therellre four . 
basic individual personality types: }~ ~~, /',:' ... ' 

1. Dominant-aggrel8ive,' Risk taker, task oriented, 
. weak. on Qetl\ils,quic~~ecisi.(mmaker,',.noves things, .: 
forw~d . ... ~:;>:i; .. ~:;: :"~'.> .. ' ~~:~.~~if' .~\.~~~:p:~: . \~·;i.'~~~~/::'_~-:1·< ~ .. ' . 

2 •. Talke~pe,.,uader,: GrouJf oriented;' people oriented, 
weak.on Qe~ill· n~eds freedom/·lik~sa~tentiofl,· poor in .. 
folJow:'up. :1I .. i' \ ...... l, .. ~~ \":.,~.;. :(.:~"~_:~",_ ,:.~_! .. -:t.!:~. :~., _ . 

3 •. $teadu~rga,Jized: Systematic, rule oriented; good 
. follow-through, slow to change, tends to be reserved. 

4. Detail-perfectionist. Xtfakes sure: everything is 
right, .tends to be indecisi~e~.slow, ver>, accurate, keen 

.. ~t.~enbon to facts and detall.;;',.~:, .:. '.:; <.'. . ... . 
. ;. ~ .: ' : .. :.. r; • 
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from hirth through school, you can figure a 
very systematic mind. Does the candidate 
talk in detail or in genel'alities? Is the focus 
on precise, accurate facts 01' on accomplish
ments? Is the candidate a talker, a story
teller'! Is the candidate emotional ancl 
aggressive ot· passive and cautious? 

GO WITH THI FLOW 
From that first open-ended question, let the 
interview lIow where it will. This is very 
important. Don't have a set agenda and 
don't follow one series of questions for 
everybody. Let candidates take the inter
views where they want to. You cnn check 
out the history and facls later during the 
second round of interviews and through .ref
erence checking. 

Listen and watch the candidate. If you 
see something unusual on the candidate's 
transcripts or the interview brings out 
something, pursue it. Notice if the mood 
picks up, if the candidate becomes animated 
or seems to be interested in certain things. 

For example, during one interview I con
ducted, one of the applicants became uni-

Don't follow one series of 
questions for everybody. Let 
candidates lake interviews 
where they wanllo. You can 
check out the facts laler. 

mated as we talked about computers. I said, 
"Tell me more about it." He then went on 
to explain his skills in computer program
ming and systems development. Thus, I 
was able to discern what his real interests 
were. My decision to hire him would depend 
totally on matching those interests with OUI' 

firm's needs. If we needed computer de
velopment, he'd be a good fit. However, if 
our primary needs were elsewhere, he 
wouldn't be the right person to hil·e.' 

Keep ill mind that an interview is a con
versation, not an interrogation. The appli
cant won't be open and honest if you cross
examine like a district attorney. Don't be 
overbearing and don't put candidates 011 the 
spot during the interview. 

ASK OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS 
Ask provoking, open-ended questions that 
require thoughtful allswel·S. The fuller re
sponses will reveal the candidate's real per
sonality. Good, open-ended questions are 
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• "What are some of your likes or dis
Iikl's'!" 

• "What <10 you want from life'!" 
• "What do you like to do when you're 

not studying?" 
• "Why did 'you gelecl accounting and fi

nance as a major?" 
Do these ambiguous qucstions make the 

candidate nervous? AI'e thcy hatllllcd logi
cally? Or are the answers indecisive? 

Besides making the mistake of asking 
yes-and-no questions, many interviewers 
also ask questions that they've answered 
ahead of time. For example, I've watched 
interviewers tell an applicant they pride 
themselves on having people who are will
ing to work overtime six days a week. Then, 
they ask the candidate, "Are you willing to 
do that?" Most candidates will answer yes. 

LOOK FOR VALUE JUDGMENTS 
As you go through the interview, look fOI' 

the whys-that is, ask questions such <IS, 

"Why did you do this or that?" "Why is this 
important, but that's not important?" These 
questions illw;trate reasoning power and 
elicit the candidate's value judgments. Re
cently, I interviewed an applicant who re
sponded to "What courses didn't you like at 
schoo!'?" with "A few." I then asked, "Wh,Y 
did you diglike them?" He reg ponded that 
he:had autocratic teachers who had many 
rules and assignments. He didn't like work
ing that hard, ~ll1d he certainly didn't like 
all the delail. This gave me great insight 
into what kind of frustrations this person 
would have, and I could figure out whether 
he would fit with the fil'm 01' not. 

Write down your impressions during the 
interview. Don't worry about remembering 
facts. Instead, watch, listen and proue. 

CLOSING THIINlERVIEW 
Before the interview cnds, you'll want to 
spend some time talking auout your firm to 
encourage the candidate to visit it should 
you make the offer. Don't waste your time 
giving a standard pitch with all the fads 
about YOUI' firm. The candidate should have 
check~d these out already. Instead, focus 
on such things as why you elected to work 
for the firm and why you're still there. Be 
honest, share some of its strong and weak 
points and express your enthusiasm. This 
personal touch will encourage the right can
didates or discourage the wrong ones. YOUI' 

objective will be met in either case. 

INTERPRnlNG THI INTERVIEW 
After you finish the interview, it's lime to 
interpret what you've leal'lled. The inter
pretation process is very different from the 
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- interview itself. Here are some guidelines 
for interpretation: 

1. Be very critical ill allalyzillg the can
didate. Ask yourself whether the candidate 
has the primary characteristics that will 
contribute to your firm's success. WiII he or 
she block your firm's goals or be frustrated 
in its culture? 

CANDIDATE RATING SCALE \'. :. ~.( . . ..' ,:~;:~;l~,~' 
The key task in recruiting the college graduate isto',:,3i' 
locate and hire raw talent-talent that fits the fimh .Us~ , 
the scale below to rate applicants.' . ;:;, , 

. '~'. ~~~ ~\ ':-. 

Scale: ~ = Very weak 10 = Very 'trong/.··'~. 
,...,.,..,..,...-'~. +-;, Physical appearance (dress, grooming) ... >:.,~ ~ i:~·~ 
___ Character (reliability, honesty, integrity)' i': .. : '~i<:$'i ::.: 

'Intellect :'.:, .~. \,~I:~-\ ' .. 
.'rT:: ~:}"'t~:/;~::.; " 

_---.,;...". Mental ability. ~. "" 
".' . . '. ~ . 

__ ...".·Judgme~t . ,., .. ~'.:." 

_-, ....... : . ...,.. Fle~ibi1ity;·'. ;. :\:' ,.:.;'. 
'.s; • . I ",. ." "."~ .• ;: '!.' 

_---,...,.. f .i\bility to {!omlllun.icate 

. emotion, . , 

___ Outside interests 

___ Work ethics 

___ Motivation to succeed 

___ Positive attitude 

_--,-_' Stability. 

___ Self-confid~nce 

___ Team player . 

__ ---"~ Sense of hl;1mor . 

:' 

.. J. ~"~ ~A/\·r~;.:v.~t, 
~ . I'::' :(:; (1 ~ I', 
\'" .,. ~ .~.,.,~ .. ;, 
.';' .' .I:~ .'1;, 

., 

. ~ ; .. ~" l .... 

.. ': .~ .. , 
___ Teachable ' . . ... 

. . '.' , ; ".~ i . .' : ... " .i r 

___ Personality (fits finn's culture and current l .:'. , i, ".:: 
. ! 'I· . . 

needs?) '. ~. '.: .~\ .' 

___ TOTAL :.~ . ;' . .(.',::,::~'~>\; 
___ Computer literacy '.';' , t 

___ Grade point average in major 

___ Grade point average overall 

___ Rank in class 

Outside activities . __________ --,,-__ _ 
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2. Rase your judgment on behavior, not 
011 lL'hat the candidate said. If you have 
let the candidate talk and express real per
sonality, what did the underlying body lan
guage say about the candidate's personal 
life-style? 

3. Determine how the candidate inter
prets things. What themes were empha
sized? Where was the attention focused? 
These provide hints about the ways can<li
dates view themselves, and they indicate 
how candidates will respond to different sit
uations. For example, I interviewed a can
didate who kept referring to problems he 
had in math and who spent much of the time 
trying to convince me that this wasn't a 
problem-even though I wasn't prompting 
him. I felt he had real insecurities about his 
ability in this area. 

SCORING THI CANDIDATES 
The sidebar at left presents a score sheet 
for interpreting how one candidate com
pares ~ith another. For each candidate, an
swer ~his fundamental question: "Would 
you wl1nt this person to work for you on 
your team?" After the day is over, review 
your ratings and then ask back the clear 
winners. This wiII help you select the cream 
of the crop. 

When a candidate visits your office, 
schedule interviews with several other peo
ple who also should evaluate the candidate 
in the same way, with the same method . 
Make offers only to those who have received 
unanimous votes of approval. If someone 
has a problem and votes no, that insight is 
usually correct. 

A final two additional tasks need to be 
performed: 

1. Make a reference and background 
check, calling teachers at random. Have the 
teachers I'ate the student according to your 
criteria list on the same scale of 1 to 10. 
Remember that past behavior is always a 
predictor of future behavior. If the refer
ence check reveals a problem, move the ap
plicant to a lower category and only pursue 
him if your other candidates don't accept. 

2. If the candidate is mm"ried, invite the 
couple to dinner, You'll see them in a dif
ferent setting and be able to learn if there 
are any major problems in moving, work 
habits, overtime and so forth. 

IMPROVING THI FIRM'S PIRFORMANCE 
Interviewing is always a difficult, imprecise 
task. The key is to let the candidates talk 
about themselves. When you hire those 
people who best fit your firm, there wiII be 
less turnover, more employee satisfaction, 
fewer problems and less expense. • 
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DOES YOUR Fl. 
USE THE RIGHT 
APPROACH IN 

HIRING 
CAMPUS 

RECRUITS? 
Compare your recruiting techniqu£s 

~vith tlwse of M assachu'setts 
national and local firn7S. 

hy Anthony" KnystofIk anel Rlcharcl F.ln 
,.' 

ublic accounting firms already spend sig
nificant amounts of time amI money recruit
ing qualified college graduates for entry
level accounting staff position~. These costs 
are due to rise even higher because the 
number of students preparing for public ac
counting careers has been tapering off for 
several years and recruiters will have to 
conduct wider searches. 

To shed some light 0'1 what works and 
what doesn't in recnliting attractive can
didates, the authors examined the campus 
recruiting practices of the largest national, 
regional and local CPA firms in Massachu
setts. (We will use the term local to de-

ANTHONY T. KRZYSTOFlK. CPA. i.~ professor of 
accO/mling at the UniL·ersify of MURsacll1lul/.,. Am
hrr.,r. II e i!! 11 pa.,! presidellt of Ih(' M,mmc/III,'rll., So
ciely afCI' As and aformerl'ditar oflhe Ma55achll~ettR 
CPA Review. The autlror of n numher of arlirle!! ill 
accmmtillg education., he .".'n·es all III" Amrn'('fln III
stilrtle of CPA !! personal financial pia IIIr hrg cUrl/lit'e 
committee and the AICPA personal jillnlrcial pla,,
nillg profe!!sional edllcaliOlr IIlfhCnllllllil/(,l'. RICH
ARD L. FEIN is direclor of lIelrnol nf mnllng(mrellt 
plac!~ment at the University of Ma.,.mclrusetl.,. 

scribe both regional and local finns.) In our 
survey, we looked for answers to the fol
lowing questions: 

,. What are f;ome similarities and differ
enc('s bet ween the recruiting procef;ses of 
national and local firms? 

2. How do they screen the resumes of 
prospective c:Ul!liilates? 

3. Who conducts campus interviews? Of
fice interviews? How are candidates eval
uated at these interviews? 

4. How do firms make decisions on job 
offers? 

WHO SCRIINS IMI RDUMD? 
National firms generally assigned the task 
of- reviewing student resumes for first in
terviews to personnel directors or college 
relations managers. Partners ami managers 
usually joined the hiring process later on, 
when they played a major role. In local' 
firms, partners or general personnel staff 
(often in consultation with partners) re
viewed the resllmes. 

Few firms had written policies or guide-
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lines for evaluating resumes. Those sub
mitted by applicants on their own (with no 
introduction by their colleges or other spon
sors) were considered on a par with all oth
ers. However, the firms did prefer that 
resumes be submitted in the fall rather than 
the spring of a candidate's senior year. 

WHAT WAS IMPORTANT 
AND WHAT WAS NOT 
We asked the responding firms to pinpoint 
the most and least important factors out of 
a list of 11 that could be used to select can
didates for a campus interview. The na
tional firms unanimously agreed that the 
most important factors were evidence of 
leadership, overall grade point average 
(GPA), GPA in accounting and work ex
perience in accounting, in that order. 

Local firms placed much less emphasis on 
leadership experience. Among these firms, 
G PA in accounting was most important, fol
lowed by work experience in accounting, 
overall GPA and, only then, evidence of 
leadership. 
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There were some surprises in the factors 
cited as the least important. Neither na
tional nor local firms were very impressed 
by candidates' participation (or lack of it) in 
campus or other social, civic or religious 
activities. This attitude conflicts with long
held views that businesses prefer "welI
rounded" individuals whose extracurricular 
commitments identify highly motivated 
achievers. Respondents also indicated that 
the format and presentation of resumes was 
of little import. Normally, business orga
nizations use resume format as an indication 
of a candidate's ability to organize facts and 
data properly. 

We also asked for factors that would be 
seriously detrimental to a candidate's 
chance of being selected for a first inter
view. As might be expected, both national 
and local firms considered a criminal con
viction to be the most serious detriment. 
Others included class rank lower than the 
top 25% of the class, resumes that were 
difficult to follow and membership in a 
fringe political group or religious cult. 
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WHO WAS INVnlD BACK 
We used a similar technique to determine 
how the CPA firms evaluated candidatelS 
during the first interview. We asked them 
to pinpoint the most important and lelll't 
important factors that influenced theil' de
cisions to invite candidates back for second 
(or office) interviews. 

The four most important factors for na
tional firms were oral communication abil
ity, demonstl'ated leadership potential, 
self-confidence and outgoing personality. 

Local firms agreed that oral communi
cation was most important, along with in
tellectual ability and professional image, 
but regarded an outgoing personality as one 
of the least important factors. .~ 

A sense of civic responsibility ranked at 
the bottom of the list as the least important 
of the 11 factors for both local and national 
firms. This was followed closely by a sense 

Both national and local 'inns 
rankecl partners as the 
most important and reliable 
people Involved in the decision 
tq make a iob oHer. 

of competitiveness. The lack of interest in 
these last two traits surprised us, since they 
appeal' to be very desirable characteristics 
for people entering the very competitive, 
service-oriented public accounting profes
sion with its high ethical standards. 

When we asked for items that were con
sidcred seriously detrimental to a candi
date's chances, we received few responses. 
At this early point, it appeal's that both 
national and local firms were more inter
ested in finding reasons to conduct further 
interviews than in looking for fatal char
acter flaws that would eliminate candidates 
altogether. 

WHO DICIDIS ON IHI JOB OFFIR1 

As we mentioned earlier, partners became 
involved in the hiring process at the second 
interview, when job offers were often ex
tended. Both national and local firms 
ranked partners as the most important and 
reliable people involved in the decision to 
make an offer, followed by managers, per
sonnel directOl's and staff accountants. 

Many national and local firms indicated 
that the characteristics evaluated at the 
second interview would be the same as 
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thc»."C ulied at the first. Howevel', others 
II.leI I tit' Y would place more importance on 
the rantlidate's knowledge of the firm and 
ability to get along with coworkers. 

COMPAU YOUR HIRING PRIORIIIU 
W11H YOUR PDQ' 
We Hsk(·d the responding firms to rate the 
following summary evaluations of candi
dutes who had second interviews on a scale 
of 1 (the most likely to be hired) to 7 (the 
lcast likely). We'll discuss the responses in 
the next section. Before we do, rank each 
one yourself, and see how your evaluation 
compares with the appraisals of the re
sponding firms (see the box on page 88). 

,. The candidate was rated good to ex
cellent by all interviewers but seemed to be 
fatigued at day's end, raising concern about 
his energy level. 

Your rating __ _ 

2. The candidate was rated excellent by 
all interviewers except the partner in 
charge, who rated him satisfactory based 
on bad chemistry. 

Your rating __ _ 

3. The candidate was rated excellent by 
all interviewers. However, a highly re
spectcd staff member, who didn't intel'view 
him, said he knows the candidate from their 
common hometown. This staff member in
sisted the candidate is a pathological liar 
and a malicious gossip and is unfaithful to 
his girlfriend. The staff member is never 
wrong when he makes statements about 
other people. 

Your rating __ _ 

4. The candidate (GPA: 3.0) was initially 
interviewed as a favor to a staff member. 
He presented himself well and was invited 
to a second interview. Everyone thought 
he was sincere and likable, with good com
munication skills and high motivation and 
energy levels. However, the audit partner, 
who didn't interview him, thinks it's im
pOl'iant to tell clients his auditors are "the 
best and the brightest." 

Your rating __ _ 

s. The interviewing partner thought 
highly of the candidate. However, the in
tcrviewing manager was deeply concerned 
that the candidate's peer group wouldn't 
like his personality. 

Your rating __ _ 

6. The candidate is president of her col
lege chapter of Beta Alpha Psi. She is a 
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favorite of the faculty and they helped en
sure a large attendance at an informational 
reception given by your firm. Her initial 
interview was waived. At the office inter
view, she expressed deep interest in the 
firm but presented herself poorly based on 
most of the criteria in the candidate eval
uation form. 

Your rating __ _ 

7. The candidate was consistently rated 
excellent by all interviewers. However, the 
candidate's luncheon host said he is highly 
eccentric in his private life (for example, 
sleeps on a bed of nails). 

Your rating __ -:-
., 

WHAT THI RANKINGS SHOWED 
The scenario-ranking results offered a num
ber of surprising insights into the inter
viewing process and its consequences. 
Indeed, readers that ranked the candidates 
along more or less traditional lines will al
most certainly find their evaluations run far 
afield of firm responses. 

Unlike other sections of the survey, the 
ran kings of the local and national firms here 
were very similal" In three of the seven 
scenarios, they were identical and they 
were never more than one point apart in 
the other four. This suggests that, while the 
local and national firms take different ap
proaches to recruiting, they both seek the 
same characteristics. 

The first broad conclusion to be (h·awn 
from the scenarios is that the office pecking 
order doesn't always mean that much in the 
hiring process. Partners are most influen
tial in extending job offers, but this does 
not mean their views always prevail. For 
example, the candidate in scenario #2 re
ceived a 2 and a 3 rating from national and 

How the firms ranked the candidates 

National Local 

Scenario #1 3 2 

Scenario #2 2 3 

Scenario #3 7 7 

Scenario #4 1 1 

Scenario #5 4 5 

Scenario #6 5 4 

Scenario #7 6 6 
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local fil·ms, respectively, despite the "bad 
chemistry" bel ween him and the partner in 
charge. Similarly, the endorsement of the 
interviewing partner failed to overcome the 
doubts of the manager in scenario #5. As 
a result, the candidate was rated 4 by na
tional firms and 5 by locals. 

The scenarios also point out that infor
mation obtained outside the formal inter
view is often more important than the 
interview itself. An accusation by an un
named staff member resulted in a 7 rating 
by both local and national firms for the can
didate in scenario #3, despite excellent in
terview results. Again, a disturbing report 
by a luncheon host on a candidate's eccen
tricities in scenario #7 resulted in a 6 rating 
by both local and national firms despite ex
cellent formal interviews. 

Finally, the ratings indicate that aca
demic achievement, while important, is 
only one of many criteria used in the hiring 
process. In scenario #4, a candidate with a 
mediocre GPA received a 1 rating from both 
local and national firms because of attrac
tive nonacademic qualities, despite the au
dit partner's desire to hire only "the best 
and the brightest." On the flip side, the ac
ademically qualified candidate in scenario 
#6 received only a 5 from national firms and 
a 4 from locals because of poor performance 
at interviews. 

There are no broad conclusions to be 
drawn from scenario # 1, except to note that 
the candidate's lack of energy probably cost 
a point or so in the ratings. He was rated 
3 by national firms and 2 by the locals. 

WHIU DO LOCAL fiRMS fiT IN? 
Our survey points out that local firms seek 
to attract candidates with profiles very sim
ilar to those sought by national firms. The 
only real differences are that local firms pre
fer candidates with previous accounting ex
perience and national firms have somewhat 
more rigorous academic standards. 

However, besides a much less formal col
lege recruiting effort, local CPA firms start 
with a major handicap. Justified or not, the 
perception among college students is that 
national firms offer more status and oppor
tunity. Thus, local firms are often placed in 
the position of filling entry-level staff po
sitions with those the national firms reject. 

If local firms are to compete for the best 
candidates, they must make a greater effort 
to get their stories across on campus. Ob
viously, any such effort would involve extra 
expense. Ifin-house personnel directors are 
too costly, groups of local firms might band 
together to hire a college relations profes
sional to represent them. • 
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CPA Firm Personnel Policies and 
Procedures: Ramifications of 
Wrongful Discharge Litigation 

Three CPA firm quality control ele
ments focus on human resource man
agement-hiring, advancement, and 
professional development. These ele
ments are critical to a CPA firm. As 
competition for new entrants into the 
profession intensified beginning in the 
1970s, firms adopted more professional 
personnel management techniques; and 
many developed personnel manuals for 
professional employees. 

Many firms preparing for peer re
view documented their personnel poli
cies and procedures, and with the forth
coming implementation of the AICPA's 
practice monitoring program, even 
more firms will do so. When inadequate 
attention is paid to the legal effects of 
this documentation on employee rights, 
unforeseen litigation may result. The 
law has changed with respect to the 
termination of employees. Courts try 
more civil cases against former employ
ers on the grounds of wrongful dis
charge. Often, documented personnel 
policies and procedures are used in for
mulating a case against an employer. 

Background 

Throughout most of American le
gal history an "at-will" employee (i.e., 
non-union, private sector) could be ter
minated with or without cause in the 
absence of an express employment con
tract or protective legislation. Virtually 
all CPA firms view employees as being 
at-wilL Today, there is a growing body 
of law granting new common law rights 
to some terminated at-will employees. 
The legal theories conferring these 
rights are generally called actions for 
"wrongful discharge" (termination) or 
"unjust dismissal." The most prominent 
cause of this change has been the sud
den surge in judicial decisions recogniz
ing wrongful discharge or unjust dis
missaL 

In recent years, this new theory has 
developed into a recognized cause of 
action; it is rapidly growing and gaining 
strength. 

Judicial Erosion 

Recent cases have sent a clear mes
sage to employers that dismissal for il
legal demands on employees or de
mands on employees to do illegal acts 
can lead to a successful wrongful dis
charge litigation. 

Verdicts against employers have 
been based upon a clear public policy 
being violated by the employee's ter
mination. In earlier cases, the pu.blic 
policy was clear and explicit. e.g., per
jury. More recently, courts have become 
more expansive in their finding of pub
lic policy violations. In Kalman u. Grand 
Union Co., an employee was fired for 
refusing to open the store's pharmacy 
without first having a licensed phar
macist on duty. This case, focused on 
two important issues: 1) state law re
quiring a licensed pharmacist to be on 
duty; and 2) the pharmacist's profes
sional code of ethics, which also re
quired the presence of a licensed phar
macist. 

Employee Contracts 

At-will status is defined in the ab
sence of an expressed promise of em
ployment for a specific term. Courts 
have begun to look at other evidence of 
a contract bevond a written document 
between employer and employee. Con
tractual claims have been made by at
will employees based upon publica
tions, representations, and/or actions 
by management. In 1984, of the 229 
state and federal decisions on the "at
will" doctrine, 110 included an employ
ee's claim that an implied-in-fact em
ployment contract had been created by 
the employer's handbook, manual, pol
icies, procedures or statements. Further, 
some courts permit a contractual claim 
by recognizing an implied covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing as part of 
the employment relationship. 

Employee manuals and handbooks 
are the ripest area to discover grounds 
for alleging breach of employment con
tract. It may be a critical area for CPA 
firms. The accounting literature on CPA 
firm employee manuals generally fo
cuses on developing policies that pro
mote both professionalism of the em
ployee and consistency of personnel 
management procedures. Scant atten
tion is paid to legal considerations. Pos
sible pitfalls are suggested by two fol
lowing cases cited. 

Consider Toussaint u. Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Michigan. While being 
recruited, Toussaint inquired about job 
security and was told he would be with 
the company "as long as I did my job: 
Toussaint was handed a manual of Blue 
Cross personnel policies which rein
forced the oral assurance of job security. 
It stated that it was the policy of the 
company to release non-probationary 
employees "for just cause only: In af-
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THE POWER OF AUTOMATED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING IS YOURS WITH 

SOUTHWARE 
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THE 1099 REPORTER 
Magnetic Media Filing Package 

The 1988 version of The 1099 Reporter is a complete 
package for magnetic media filing of all 1098 and 1099 
tax forms. Records, verifies. and prints all data, creates 
diskette and transmittal forms for submission to IRS, prints 
payer and payee information on standard report forms, and 
generates permanent files for your bUSiness records. 

Forms supported: 
1098 
1099-8 
1099-INT 
1099-DIV 

1099-G 
1099-A 
1099-PATR 
1099-R 

1099-MISC 
1099-010 
1099-S 

Enter payer and payee data now to avoid the last-minute 
rush. Dollar amounts may be entered and updated 
at any time. 

• Easy-te-use menu driven format. 
• Requires IBM PC compatible computer with hard disk 

and 512K RAM. 
• Fully tested, reliable, economical. 
• Demo disk available. 
• $495.00 complete. 

Call for free brochure (916) 622-4640 

s 0 F TWA R E COM PAN VI Inc. 

6069 Enterprise Drive • Placerville, CA 95667 
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firming a jury verdict, the court held 
that: "I) a provision of an employment 
contract prOviding that an employee 
should not be discharged except for 
cause is legally enforceable although 
the contract is not for a definite tenn 
... ; and 2) such a provision may be
come party of the contract either by 
express agreement, oral or written, or 
as a result of an employee's legitim3te 
expectations grounded in an employer's 
policy statements. 

The recent case of Woolley v. Hoff
man-LaRoche, Inc., mav indicate the fu
ture trend in litigation: A civil engineer
ing group leader of nine years service 

I was discharged. The stated cause was 
the loss of confidence in him by his 
supervisors. The employment manual 
provided that discharges due to poor 
performance or discipline were regu
lated by detailed procedures. Since 
these procedures were not followed, 
Woolley claimed a breach of contract. 
The New Jersey Supreme Court held 
that such termination clauses were en
forceable. 

Future Trends 

In the last 15 years, wrongful dis
charge cases have increased by approx
imately 800%. This trend will probably 
continue as more states recognize ex
ceptions to the employment-at-will doc-

I trine. 
There are still major differences be

tween states-even neighboring states. 
For example, a Pennsylvania court held 
that just cause and disciplinary provi
sions in an employee handbook do not 
alter the at-will relationship unless such 
intent is truly indicated by the em
ployer. The neighboring state of New 
Jersey, however, holds a contrary opin
ion as articulated in the Woolley case. 
Even if a CPA firm operates in a state 
in which courts have rendered decisions 
more favorable to the at-will doctrine, 
this significant trend cannot be ignored. 

Quality Control System Design 

Trends in wrongful discharge liti
gation have implications for the quality 
control svstem of CPA finns. Qualitv 
Control Standard No. 1 specifies and 
describes nine elements of quality con
troL Two elements have potential 
wrongful discharge implications-hir
ing and advancement. They specify that 
a CPA firm's quality control system 
should contain a clear definition of op
erational responsibilities for manage
ment personnel, professional personnel, 
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and non-professionals. The policies and 
procedures should be documented, and 
there should be adequate methods for 
their communication. Additionally, 
there should be a monitoring of com
pliance. 

Cost-Benefit Considerations 

There is no single .'right way' of 
designing a quality control system. The 
authoritative literature recognizes that 
firms should weigh costs versus benefits 
in considering system design options. 
This cost-benefit analysis applies to the 
detail of design. For example, a firm 
needs to weigh whether its employee 
manual should simply state, 'be profes
sional' or whether it should contain a 
detailed 20 pages on what being profes
sional means in various situations. 

A few factors need to be l:onsid
ered. First, the high success rate of 
plaintiffs in wrongful discharge cases. 
A 1984 study of California wrongful 
discharge verdicts revealed a 91 % suc
cess rate for employees with an average 
jury award of $400,000. Second, em
ployers must be realistic in that wrong-

discharge cases will be tried before 
a JUry composed mostly of employees. 
Third, wrongful discharge cases can be 
brought by either professional or non
professional employees. Since the 
courts increasingly have decided in fa
vor of employees based on an implied
in-fact contract created by employer 
custom practice, policy, or publications, 
CP A firms must be careful to make clear 
any distinctions between the profes
sional and non-professional employees. 

Hiring 

A CPA firms' objective in hiring is 
to maintain a program designee to ob
tain qualified personnel to meet its 

needs. Qualifications must be set, and 
guidelines for evaluating potential hi
rees at each professional level must be 
established. These objectives should be 
pursued so the firm can maintain the 
employment relationship on an at-will 
basis. Careful scrutiny must be given to 
printed recruiting materials and care 
taken by recruiters in oral statements to 
candidates. 

To preserve the at-will employ
ment relationship, the follOwing initia
tives are available: 

• Recruiting material should be re
viewed for language that could be con
strued as a promise of continued em
ployment. 

• Recruiting material should not 
contain statements that might imply 
that a just cause is required before dis
missal. 

• Recruiters should receive train
ing focusing on the legal problems that 
can arise from casual statements to re
cruits. 

• Recruiting efforts should focus 
on the growth potential of being asso
ciated with the CPA firm, as opposed 
to job security. 

Thus, recruiting efforts should 
make it clear that an at-will employ
ment relationship does exist, and no 
promise of job security is being made. 
At the same time, the firm should com
municate a clear understanding that it 
would like its professional people to 
grow with it. Forms used to guide inter
viewers should be reviewed and modi
fied to reflect the firm's intentions. 

While applicants are being in
formed of the firm's relevant policies 
and procedures a more detailed effort is 
needed for new hirees. Many CPA firms 
have a formalized orientation program. 
During orientation, a CPA firm wants 
to convey a feeling of optimism to the 
new employee; yet common sense 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
Lawrence F. Ruggiero 

Litigator and Tax Representative 
Former Assistant United States Attorney 

Former Internal Revenue Agent, 
has moved his law office to: 

233 Broadway, Suite 3008 
New York, NY 10279 212-406-2910 
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would dictate that statements like "you 
are on your way to partner!' should be 
avoided. A jury may interpret this as a 
promise of permanency in subsequent 
litigation. 

Firms should consider playing dev
il's advocate in reviewing their orienta
tion checklists and materials. Materials 
should be reviewed as if the at-will 
relationship has been questioned. 
Printed materials used in the orientation 
process can be modified to remind those 
conducting the orientation that no un
authorized assurances or representa
tions be made. It should be clearly 
stated to those responSible for orienta
tion that even informal oral assurances 
made by managers during this time can 
be risky. Firms should consider asking 
new employees, as a condition of em
ployment, to sing an express statement 
that employment is for no definite time 
and can be terminated at any time by 
the employee or by the firm. The use of 
a carefully worded "sign-off sheet" in a 
consistently at-will environment should 
survive judicial scrutiny. The follOwing 
disclaimer has been upheld by several 
courts: 

Accountants: Give 
clients more real 
value and increase 
your own profits. 

E.C.S. frees you to expand 
your client base and increase 
profits. We relieve you 'of the 
mechanics. routine. and even 
much of the liability of tax 
filing and payroll processing 
for your clients-as we do for 
hundreds of companies 

Call E.C.S., New York 
tax filing and payroll 
processing specialist. 

Find out about 24·hour 
payroll turnaround. check 
signing and reconciliation. 
direct deposit to any bank. 
microcomputer input and 
micro reporting. 

Put 25 years of 
experience to work 
on the payroll. 

Call ElectroniC Customer 
Services. Inc .. an affiliate 
of Chemical Bank. 
212·820·5940 
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Goldstein, Golub, Kessler & Company, 
P.C. has one of the most dramatic growth 
records of any medium-sized firm in the 
accounting profession. We owe this 
achievement to the talents of our part
ners, the quality of our clients and the 
energies and dedication of our profes
sional staff. 

Because of our continued growth, we are looking for a select group of highly motivated 
profeSSionals to play a major role in the further development of our firm. There are 
positions available at virtually every level and in all departments. 

-AUDIT -TAX -MAS -REAL ESTATE 

Our environment is unique. A system of close working relationships with the firm·s 
partners and clients ensures maximum training and advancement opportunities. 

If you think you are the right person for 
Goldstein, Golub, Kessler & Company, 
P.C., we want to meet you. In fact, we 
believe that orlce you have met our pe0-
ple you will want to be part of our team. 
Please contact us by sending your re
sume in confidence to: 

Warren Gurtman, CPA 
Director of Personnel 

GOLDSTEIN 
GOWB GGi~ 
~~~~P~~~PC 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 

1185 AVE. OF THE AMERICAS. 
New Yorlt NY 10036-2602 212-523-1552 
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Let Us Help You 
Solve Your Clients' 

Pension Problems 

Problem Cases Are Our Specialty ! 
• Complete Actuarial and Administrative Services 

• Plan Terminations 

• Documents and Plan Amendments 

• New Plans Established 

• Actuary with 25 Yea~ of Pension Experience Available for 

Consultation 

• Second-Opinion Plan Reviews 

service 

Quality Pension Service, Ine 
MichaelKrosky,FSA 
519 Monis Avenue 
Rockville Centre, NY 11570 

(516) 766-2183 
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"I agree to conform to the rules 
and regulations of (company), and 
my employment and compensation 
can be tenninated, with or without 
cause, and with or without notice, 
at any time at the option of either 
the company or myself. I under
stand that no manager or repre
sentative of (company), other than 
the President or Vice President of 
the company, has any authority to 
enter into any agreement for em
ployment for a specific period of 
time, or to make any agreement 
contrary to the foregoing: 

The personnel manual should also 
be reviewed for possible misinterpreta
tion. The finn should consider the lan
guage in the Woolley case that " ... our 
courts will not allow an employer to 
offer attractive inducements and bene
fits to the workforce and then withdraw 
them when it chooses, no matter how 
sincere its belief that thev are not en-
forceable." -

Advancement 

The CPA firm's policies and pro
cedures for advancement should estab
lish qualifications deemed necessary for 
various levels of responsibility. By so 
doing the finn stresses that personnel 
must acquire certain skills and capabil
ities to advance. The finn should com
municate the normal time frame for ad
vancement. It should make clear that 
such advancement is a condition for 
continued employment. 

By formalizing staff positions with 
titles and specifying the criteria and 
timeframe for reaching each level 
within the firm, the at-will relationship 
is emphasized. The language used in 
defining these levels should stress the 
competitive nature of achieVing such 
levels and the personal growth re
quired. \o\<nether these levels are iden
tified in the firm's quality control doc
ument or its personnel manual, it 
should be made clear that the flrm has 
the right to unilaterally change the qual
ifications and definitions of levels. 

A second advancement objective is 
to evaluate the performance of person
nel and to periodically advise them of 
their progress. Making honest and 
straightforward personnel evaluations 
is not easv. Finns should carefully re
view eva.'luation forms used. Thev 
should provide enough guidance to th~ 
evaluator so that the critical aspects of 
the employee's performance are consid-
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ered. For the professional em,ployee, the 
process should be aimed at determining 
whether the employee has gained the 
skills and knowledge necessary ~or his/ 
her current position and the next one 
that he/she is striving for. A candid 
evaluation benefits both the employer 
and the employee. 

Some evaluators have a difficult 
time giving a candid evaluation. There 
mav be a tendency to be less than can
dilin the written evaluation and falsely 
indicate satisfactory performance which 
can backfire when future termination 
for substandard performance is an
swered by a law suit. This caveat applies 
to both professional and non-?rofes
sional employees. In another case, the 
court held that it was a breach of duty 
and unreasonable not to tell an em
ployee that discharge was possible 
without a change in job performance. 
In spite of a finding of 83% contributory 
negligence (poor performance), the case 
resulted in an award to the employee. 

Personnel evaluation forms can 
document the fact that evaluation was 
performed and the results clearly com
"'-"icated to the employee. One pro
L .lre is to have the employee initial 
or sign the completed evaluation form. 
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This form should state that the em
ployee has had an opportunity to ex
press his or her point of view and is 
aware of the firm's advancement poli
cies and procedures. 

It is advisable to have these ad
vancement policies and procedures con
tain a provision for resolving conflicting 
evaluations, which may arise from dif
ferences in opinions abOut performance 
on specific engagements. Another op
tion is to give the employee a copy of 
the evaluation. This evidences openness 
and shows that the employee can chal
lenge the evaluation. 

If termination is a possibility, there 
should be a place for specific deficien
cies to be documented. The evaluation 
should state why there is a problem, 
what the employee has to do to change 
and resolve the problem, and the poten
tial consequences if improvements are 
not made. Such documentation will 
protect the firm from the accusation 
that arbitrary decisions were made 
about the employee's employment. 

Responsibilities for making ad
vancement decisions must be clearly de
fined. An administrative partner 'or a 
committee chairperson might be desig
nated for making these decisions. A for-

malized process should be specified and 
followed. If procedures change, their 
documentation should change. The 
greatest care should be given to termi
nation procedures. These should be 
clearly documented and it is advisable 
to have an internal review process 
which affords both management and 
the employee a second look at the de
cision. For example, a second partner 
not involved with the termination rec
ommendation could review the employ
ee's evaluations and make an investi
gation of any uncertainties. This at least 
presents the appearance of procedural 
fairness. Again, it is important to note 
that 1) the jury is likely to be composed 
of employees, and 2) the trend in judi
cial decisions is adverse to employers 
who fail to follow their own review 
procedures, In more difficult cases, 
firms should consider the use of media
tion services or outside consultants. 
These can be useful for resolving a dis
pute because they are non-binding and 
not adversarial. D 

Wayne G. Bremser 
Debra A. Arvanites 

Burke T. Ward 

Send for the latest edition of the free 
Consumer Information Catalog. ' The 
Catalog lists over :200 selected federal 
publications ot consumer interest on 
subjects like health, nutrition, federal 
benefits, money management. :::J The 
Catalog is free and so are manv of the 
bookle~ts. -, Just send vour n':'l1ile and 
address, no strings att:1ched. Write today: 

tt=- Consumer Information Center 
- Department DF 

Pueblo, Colorado 81009 



-SCALING THE 
RECRUITMENT 
WALL 
Four experts 

discuss how 

they're overcoming 

the challenges of 

-;versity and the 

skills gap in 

the '90s 

By Allan Halcrow 

R£cruitment and retention stmtegies are 
ner.:er eOS)' to dtVtlop, but the;' seem patticular/y 
clrallenging in today s economic climate. Ajter 
years of hearing about the coming labor 
shortage. many employers hoc.'e had to Itry off 
people during tire recession. This has C1l'ated an 
excess labor pool in some industries, at least 
tempomri~l~ 

On the other hand, economists predict tlrat 
the CUf7l'11t recession r.:ill be relatit,c'e~l' short, and 
that &'hen its ot:er key employees Grill be more 
important than eeer. This means that employers 
are groppling r.rith hiring. la)'ojJs and retl'11tion 
stmtegies all at on(('. 0/1 of r.rhiclr are compli
cated by an or:erla)' of ditYrsil)' and lmining 
issues. 

Hor.r can employers co pel PERSO.\'.\'EL 
JOCR.HL and the Proc:idence, Rhode Island
based lar.r firm of lillinghast, Collins and 
Gmham reCenl~l' sponsored a panel discussion 
to explore the issues. Participants included 
Koren Danziger, t"ice president, dirertor of 
recroiling, edilorialicrealit'e selt'ices for The 
H ~'Orrf-Sloan-Koller Group: Jacqlli. Uarshall, 
dirertor of personnel, The Washington Post; 
Indn 1. Schauer. chief, personnel dit:ision, 
A:-iSA umglf)' Reseurrli Center: and anomf)' 
Judi Kopusansli. 

Marshalll The /tJst has a historically 
strong reputation for staying lean most of 
the time because the newspaper business 
is cyclical. On the up side. being lean 
creates an atmosphere of stability; the 
down side is that stability can foster a 
certain lethargy among people, They may 
feel they can get away with mediocrit~: 
Even during tough economic times. you 
must still do a certain amount of recruiting 

Jacqui Marshall 
DirrrtoroJ Ftrsonnel 
The Washington Post 

"This is marketing and I 
don't think you have to be 
ashamed to say so." 
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and maintain visibility in the ·marketplace. 

About 10 years ago, the newspaper 
indust~· realized that its work force 
wasn't representative in terms of diver
sity. In response. the papers created 
indust~'-driven job fairs. About 15 are 
held each ... ear. Beyond that, when we are 
not activeiy hiring we sbift our emphasis 
away from costly job fairs to campus 
visits. making speeches and doing local 
presentations on the newspaper business. 

Schauer: We are part of the federal 
government, and therefore the federal 
budget obviously affects what we're 
doing. Beyond that, there are three 
issues that I think are affecr.ing our 
recruitment and retention efforts. First, 
we have noticed a changing employee 
mentality about 10yalC): People are asking, 
"What can the company do for me:" 
When they start working for a compan); 
they don't think they will retire from that 
compan): It's not bad; it's different. 

Second, the educational system is 
graduating people with insufficient basic 
,-.. Is in reading, writing and arithmetic. 
, <Iat impacts employers in a significant 
way: We must pick up the slack. We are 
training now in basic math. We try to 

present it as a qualiC)' of life issue, as job 
enrichment. In fact, it also is necessary. 
Third, during the next decade and be
yond. there is going co be a major change 
in the diversity of the work force, 

I can tell you what we're doing to meet 
these challenges. and it's not enough. \Ve 
get our recruiters together; Most of them 
are local. home-grown folks who know 
their field. They first go through a train
ing program on what cultural diversity 
means. This training allows them to deal 
with di\'ersiC)' in an interview setcing. 

Marshall: ( would like to pursue this 
issue of diversit): ( think we are learning 
how to shift the organization in a way that 
doesn't totally disrupt it. Forexample, we 
have made a distinction at the Post 
between valuing differences and manag
ing diversity; the difference is its botcom
line orient~tion. \Ianaging diversiC)' is 
not a moral and ethical issue or a legal 
compliance issue as much as it is necessary 
for us to remain viable as an organizatio;. 
-\e don't have a plan to get us where 

want to be. but we are getting people 
to sit down and talk about it. That dia
logue is also leading to positive discus-

-

Karen Danziger 
Vire Prrsidmt, DirEctor of Recruiting 
ediloriollrreotiT.:e sm.:ires for tlze Hoo:oni
Sloan·Aoller Group 

"Some companies are send
ing directives, such as, 'I 
want a minority.' I have 
seen many instances in 
which the stronger candi
date is not the minority. It 
is uncomfortable for me." 

Recruitm~w-&hallenges '. 

sions about what the Ibstused to be, what 
it is now, and what we hope it will be. 
The challenge is how we convey to 

women, minorities, older people and 
handicapped people that we are hiring 
them on the basis of their diversity-free 
talent but once we have hired them that 
other difference is important. 

Danziger: Some companies are 
sending directi\'es to recruiters. such as, 
"( want a minorit): Please do anything 
you can to send us a minoriC):" The core 
issue is specifications for the job. but 
then there is the overriding message of 
preferring a minoriC): I have seen many 
instances in which the stronger candidate 
is not the minority. It is uncomfortable 
for me. I feel we as recruiters aren't really 
doing what we are supposed to be doing. 

ManhaR: I don't have an answer for 
you. I don't think your discomfort is 
unlike what many women and minorities 
feel. Di\'ersiC)' is one of the issues we talk 
around because nobody wants to get in 
trouble legall): I would challenge, us as 
HR professionals to begin to have some 
dialogue. co be more honest, more direct. 
I know I'm walking off the cliff here. 

Kapuscinski: There are some lessons 
co be learned from handicapped discrimi
nation. In hiring the handicapped. for 
example. there are things you can do 
once you have made a job offer that aren't 
appropriate during the interview, such as 
asking for a physical exam to make sure 
that the prospective employee can per
form the tasks you're hiring him or her to 
do . ..t/fer the offer is made you starr 
looking at reasonable accommodations or 
using probationary periods. People need 
co be more creative in using the time 
between offering a job and having some
one starr employment. 

Marshall: I think that's a good idea. 
It puts some things on the table that 
would be inappropriate to discuss pre\'i
ousl~~ and helps clarify some expecta
tions. I would like to know from a legal 
perspecti\'e how we as recruiters could 
discuss some topics before the offer but 
in a context that says, "This is negotiable 
com'ersation." 

We must be careful not to assume 
that. because we have invested in people 
in that way. it is an act of disloyalty when 
they say good-bye. We have to consider 
that if we put people in the profession 
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Recruitment Challenges 

who are godd because we have trained 
them well, that they become a walking 
commercial that says, "Gee, Tlu 
V.oshington ftJSI is great." People then want 
[0 know more about that culture. I think 
we underestimate chat power. Increas
ingly people are making informed career 
decisions based on a lor of information. 

Kapusdnskh Just as former interns 
may help promote a positive image, 
however, they can promote a negative 
one. You must also realize that your 
recruiting stracegy may present your 
organization in a lighc that isn'c accurate. 
You recruit people and they start work 
and find thac the company is not what 
they thought. There are cwo ways you 
end up with problems. First, you now 
have a person on staff who feels you 
haven't been honest. You may lose him or 
her. Alternatel~; the employee will stay 
and feel they are entitled [0 be there. 
\Vhat have you inherently promised that 
you weren't planning [0 promise? 

Many places don't have written 
employment contracts because they 
state, in black and white, the promises 
on both sides. I remind people that an 
oral contract is JUSt as valid as a written 
contract and therefore what you say can 
be the basis of a lawsuit. If your recruiting 
materials tell candidates, "We're like a 
family," it all but promises a long-term 
position. If you then terminate someone 
you face a wrongful discharge action. 

Manhalla In that situation, we have 
really set the person up. I'm concerned 
about the frustration, because by talking 
the talk and not walking the talk people 
quickly understand that the reality and 
the ideal don't mesh. ~Iinorities and 
women in particular ask questions, and 
in the marketplace a list develops of 
places you don't want [0 work if you are 
black, hispanic or an aggressive woman. 
In many ways it does you a great deal 
of harm. 

Danziger: The whole issue gets 
more complicated the more people you 
have recruiting and talking about your 
company. It gets further complicated 
when you bring in an outside recruitment 
firm or several outside recruitment firms. 
The moral of the story is that you must 
have good communication within your 
company ~ that everyone is talking one 
s[Ory. 

.... ?"-
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Irwin J. Schauer 
Cltitf, personnel diT.'ision 
.VASA Longley Reseorrlt Cmln" 

"Roughly 75 people per 
year use the career center. 
If we are able to decrease 
turnlJver by 75 per year, 
that's a lot." 

Marshallt Spend time training re
cruiters to say what you Want them [0 say 
and only what accurately represents you'r 
organization. They can bind you to 
things that you aren't aware of. 

W~OI is illMtmms someone on 10 a company/' 
What is il going to toke to main somebody, ft-'en 

if mention is Ihree yeo!J? 
Danziger. I think the most impor

tant thing an employer can do to keep 
key employees is offer a clear career path. 
Employees value a company that invests 
in them and promotes them as rhe oppor
tunities arise. I think that concept is verY" 
hard for companies to deal with. HR 
professionals frequently ask themselves, 
"What do I do with this person who is 
doing a great job and isn't challenged any 
more?" There are some innovative things 
happening, such as moving employees 
from one discipline [0 another: finance 
[0 marketing, for example. The value in 
such plans is that the employee knows 
the company, corporate culture and 
procedures, 

Manhalb That's another up side [0 

lean times: We put much more emphasis 
to internal hiring. It's easier to move 
someone around. It gives us a chance to 
be more flexible. \\-e are doing a couple 
of news- to business-side shifts of 
employees. In another time, we didn't 
have to do that. 

Schauera We have established a 
career development center. It gives 
employees the opportunity to assess 
where they are and where they would 
like to go. We find that many times (and 
this is especially true of the better 
employees) people start [0 reach burnout. 
\\-e encourage them [0 go [0 this career 
development center. They sit down on 
their own and take various tests. They 
get the results and start to talk with a 
counselor about the kinds of jobs they 
can do at :"-!ASA. Top management has 
said that there is a mobility policy, and 
that we will move these people around 
when it is best for the Center. Roughly, 
7S people per year use the Center. If we 
are able to decrease turnover by 75 per 
year, that's a lor. Recruitment and reten
tion really go hand in hand. -

Allan Halcf'OfJt is edilor of PERSO.V.VEL 

JOURNAL. 
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Creating and Changing 
a Firm's Culture* 
8y Francis N. Bonsignore 

What is organization culture? Why is it important to CPAs? 
Basically, culture influences-and reflects-the way in which 
a firm's human resources, its people, are managed. And 
people are undoubtedly the most important factor in a firm's 
achieving its client service and operating objectives. 

Under an older model of human resources management 
among CPA firms, the formula was fairly simple: Get the 
right number of people, assign and supervise them to produce 
the "right" number of chargeable hours, apply the appropriate 
quality standards to gauge performance, and see that staff 
progression occurs on a tightly managed basis. By doing these 
things well-keeping to the rules-firms could ensure that 
they had a steady stream of people for the future, clients 
were well-served, and the appropriate economic returns were 
achieved. This is no longer the case. 

There are two major aspects to the people challenge that 
major CPA firms now confront: One is to develop and apply 
the right professional resources in the management of the 
practice and the other is to introduce change. Successful 
professional organizations are adapting to new pressures in 
the outside environment and to new expectations on the part 
of both clients and their people. This article involves devel
oping a new human resources model as a major part of such 
successful responses. 

The New Human Resources Management Model 

The elements of the "new" human resources manage
ment model include the following: 

• Understanding the professional roles our people will 
play; 

• Ensuring the quality of the individuals that we select; 
• Delivering service in new ways; 
• Understanding the value added for clients of our serv

ices; 
• Dealing with a fewer number of professionals as prac

tice economics change and the nature of services pro
vided to clients evolve; and 

• Developing new approaches for carrying out our 
professional work. 

It is no longer sufficient to know what engagements 
involve, to know the performance standards, to recruit and 
retain the appropriate numbers of people, and to administer 

• This article was adapted by Mr. Bonsignore from a presenta
tion he delivered at the NYSSCP A Personnel Conference in Atlantic 
City, NJ, in June 1988. 

HEADNOTE: The accounting 
profession is rapidly changing 
the nature of services it renders 
to clients, and it necessarily 
follows that there must be 
appropriate changes within 
firms-particularly in relation 
to the management of 
professional staff. The author 
describes in candid and 
illuminating detail the policies 
and practices his firm has 
inaugurated and is carrying 
out, with the enthusiasm and 
support of its partners-and 
with beneficial results for the 
firm and its clients. 
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the attendant personnel processes. More is needed to be 
successful and to adapt to changing business conditions. 

In all of these 'new model" dimensions, there are ongo
ing challenges to be confronted as well as opportunities. The 
pressures from external change, and the competitive market
place for CPA firms, in particular, combine to force firms to 
examine how to prepare people for careers in public account
ing, the work content that they engage in once they are on 
staff, and how a firm can influence the development of 
professional leadership in the management of its profession
als-aIl to achieve quality client service and profitable results. 

Ongoing Challenges 

The mission in the people area (of which the human 
resources function is a part) should be twofold: 1) to be 
responsive to business realities and the competitive market 
situation; and 2) to change behaviors in ways that offer long
term benefits to staff, the fum, and clients. Changing salaries 
and pay structures clearly address, in part, the former-that 
is, the competitive market. However, dealing with the re
quired behavioral changes regarding how people are man
aged, evaluated, counseled and developed will have much 
more enduring value for CPA firms and their professionals. 

- ... pressures from external change . .. 
force firms to examine how to prepare 
people for careers . .. 

In learning how to manage people in this 'new model: 
the firm should select the right talent and manage the capa
bilities of their people, in contrast to blindly carrying out 
recruitment practices and managing the historical roles CPA 
firm professionals have played. This shift will involve moving 
from a process-driven philosophy on human resources man
agement to a people-centered philosophy. This direction will 
serve to change culture. But the nature and extent of such 
efforts will also be influenced by what a firm's culture is 
today. 

What is a Firm's Culture? 

What do we mean by culture? While a great deal has 
been written attempting to explain it, culture derives from 
and is influenced by four basic elements: 

• People; 
• Structure; 
• Management processes; and 
• Rewards. 
Culture is a derivative of what happens when these four 

~ments combine and interact within any organization. 
~eover, the skillful modification of one or more of these 

ton~ments can bring about desired and beneficial changes in 
culture. Each element can be defined briefly: 

• People refers to the numbers and types of professionals 
in our organizations, the roles they play, the skills they 
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bring to our work for clients, and the values and beliefs 
that influence their behavior. 

• Structure means not only the formal organization of a 
firm but also the manner in which people and job 
roles come together, the methods by which we deliver 
service to clients, and the configurations of roles and 
responSibilities we rely upon to accomplish profes
sional tasks in both formal and informal workgroups. 

.• Management processes represent the most encompass
ing element of culture, including how we communi
cate, how we evaluate, how we counsel, the procedural 
aspects of all of our policies, and how we direct, 
measure, and control our business. It includes formal 
procedures as well as our management style-and 
those practices, formal and informal, that drive us and 
condition our behavior day to day. A great deal of 
what is encompassed by management process has to 
do with what is referred to as: 'How we do things 
around here: 

• Rewards refer to incentives as well as remuneration. 
Rewards embrace how individuals are compensated 
and, presumably, motivated. Rewards include not only 
cash compensation but noncash awards and other 
forms of recognition and reinforcement. 

Changing a Firm's Culture 

A bit of background is in order as to why culture is 
important and why, for many firms, changing it is essential. 

As professional accountants, we confront major changes 
in our profession; our competitive markets, our client mix, 
and our talent supply. These changes include the attractive
ness of public accounting as a career pursuit, the general 
quality of trained accounting graduates produced, the edu
cational preparation of accounting professionals, and the 
nature of the work these professionals perform once they 
enter a firm. Most important of all, these changes influence 
the way in which people must be managed in a professional 
setting-for them to derive the most from their professional 
experience and for the firm and clients to benefit. 

· .. how people aTe evaluated and 
counseled will have much more 
enduring value . .. 

Our business mix is changing. There is proportionately 
less recurring audit work and more projects; more problem 
solving, and business adviSOry assignments; less procedural 
work. Clients want value from our professional efforts. 

On the supply side, public accounting is not, in my view, 
drawing the best people. and how we prepare those who 
choose needs a fresh look. These changes are too significant 
to ignore; they pose major challenges and frightening pros
pects if not addressed. 

All of us should be interested in modifying our cultures 
to be supportive of what we seek to do for our clients; that 
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is, to make culture a positive variable in meeting our profes
sional obligations and business objectives. Important to keep 
in mind is that among public accounting flrms- no less so 
than among-other successful organizations-the patterns of 
how we behave are ones that are broken with great difficulty, 
particularly when we have enjoyed success. 

Change must be reinforced with persistent and dear 
efforts, otherwise "the rubber band phenomenon" occurs. 
That is, the moment we relax a little on promoting and 
reinforcing important changes, the organization springs back 
to its original shape. It has a natural-and understandable
tendency to revert to ways that are comfortable because 
"that's the way we did things historically: The tougher it is 
to change, the clearer the indications of how strong the firm's 
culture is. The more successful that culture has been in 
meeting business objectives, the more risk in changing it. But 
dearly, changing markets, services, and talent supply com
bine to change our professional roles and argue for a re
sponse. Changing culture must be part of the response. 

Elements that Can be Changed 

Here are some examples of a few of the things that can 
be done to make the response real. Assuming that it is done 
correctly, changing the elements can create cultural changes 
that support longer-term behavioral changes. These changes 
can contribute to strengthening our viability in a changing 
business world and professional setting-and our ability to 
serve our clients at the standards they expect. 

The People Element 

Let's take the first element-people. In our firm, we are 
hiring more experienced professionals in greater numbers 
than ever before~. Market opportunities and practice needs 
cannot be met through organic growth. Experienced profes
sionals with two or more years of work experience comprised 
more than one-third of all hires in 1987. These individuals 
are coming from I~ver more diverse backgrounds and different 
cultures. They bring needed professional capabilities as well 
as different professional perspectives. 

... moving from a process-driven 
philosophy on human resources 
management to a people-centered 
philosophy. 

The firm is hiring more liberal arts graduates than in the 
past and we ar€' pursuing educational programs that can 
increase further the number of liberal arts graduates entering 
our auditing and accounting practice. These are individuals 
who bring different aptitudes and capabilities and who can 
achieve certification readily. We believe the skills, intellect, 
and breadth the liberal arts graduate brings are absolutely 
essential for ~ive problem solving-and professional adapt
ability in a changing practice-one that increasingly calls on 

CP As to be business advisers and that requires one to work 
as part of multidiscipline teams. 

Also, the number of paraprofessionals in our firm's audit 
practice has doubled and we are working toward a goal by 
1990 that one of five individuals hired at the entry level in 
the audit practice will be a paraprofessional. And we are 
encouraging postgraduate business study for our exceptional 
performers so that they can acquire the types of skills and 
exposures they need to be future leaders. 

Proportionately, there is less recurring 
audit work, more projects; more problem 
solving, less procedural work. 

In the context of these efforts, we are, very importantly, 
reinforcing actively and in several ways the concept that 
partner ownership and accountability are keys to achieving 
the greatest benefits from the firm's human resources pro
grams. We are seeking to reinforce, as often as possible, the 
principle that partners have the ultimate role to play in seeing 
that individuals receive on-the-job training, effective men
torship, and the coaching and reinforcement they need. Also, 
that our profeSSionals receive the guidance required to de
velop themselves fully, to experience a strong feeling of 
belonging with the firm and to sense a genuine interest in 
them on the part of the firm. 

The Structure Element 

With regard to structure, our firm is seeking to reorient 
staff roles in terms of the work content that our profesSionals 
perform. In 1987, new audit guidance was issued that focused 
on a more streamlined audit methodology and more effective 
use of profeSSionals on client engagements. That guidance 
directs the efforts of our professionals toward the value added 
areas that are of greatest concern to clients and involves 
examining the condition of the business, not just the books. 

More emphasis is being placed on teams as opposed to 
structured hierarchies as the best vehicles for delivering serv
ices to clients. This requires preparing our people to deal \\<ith 
a different set of human dynamics-less hierarchical, more 
collegial. Also, we are conSidering the most appropriate ap
proaches for the identification and managed de"velopment of 
individuals whom we regard as the outstanding performers 
and future leaders. It is in the firm's interest to take a special 
and direct interest in the careers of these individuals and how 
they will be guided in their development and assignment. 

As to the broader aspects of structure, recent changes 
have brought about fewer organizational units so as to en
courage more collective ownership of staff and a pooling of 
the professional resources required to serve clients. These 
changes will avoid the fragmentation that can occur with 
large numbers of individual practice units. And we are, as 
part of our new management structure, combining geo
graphic and discipline areas in order to merge functional 
expertise with the geographic delivery capability needed for 
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bringing resources to bear on client needs as effectively and 
efficiently as possible. 

The Management Processes Element 

With respect to management processes, there are a number 
of things underway. One is the recognition that, as services 
and practices change, different businesses must be managed 
differently. This means avoiding slavish adherence to inflex
ible rules and prOViding, in their place, enabling policies that 
will promote consistency-but not necessarily exact conform
ance-among the firm's professional services and business 
segments. We are seeking to relax ingrained approaches to 
managing our people that are risk-minimizing in matters and 
in their place encouraging partners and senior human re
sources people to be innovative, to take reasoned risks with 
people that can maximize their contributions and professional 
satisfaction. This includes moving the best people faster and 
being less wedded to ironclad requirements as to how long 
people should serve in a given role before advancing to higher 
professional staff levels. More and better communications 
between staff and partners is key 10 this activity. 

We are hiring more liberal arts 
graduates than in the past . .. 

~-------------------------------------------

Strengthening performance evaluation and counseling 
programs is an important objectiVE!, as is giving people more 
professional independence earlier in their careers-by ac~ 
cording them more responsibility, consistent with their ca
pabilities and not necessarily their job titles. Additionally, we 
are expanding in-house, nontechnical continuing education. 
New courses, starting at the staff level, having to do with 
broad-based management development training are under 
development, and an expanded management development 
curriculum is being defined. AlsQ, to support more active 
management of our human resources, we are completing the 
initial phase in the development of an on-line human re
sources system with direct access by every location in the 
firm. 

The Rewards Element 

Beyond increased salary levels for all staff (a result of 
the firm's 1987 initiative), a bonus program to recognize 
exceptional professional contribution is in place. Further, in 
1988, the salary structure was revised upward once again, 
following on the major initiative of 1987, to reward more 
fully exceptional performance at the manager level, and the 
number of manager-level staff who received incentive bo
nuses for their technical achievements, client relationships, 
practice development, and engagement management contri
bu~ns doubled in 1988. At the staff and senior levels, 
b es were received by a large number of people in fiscal 
1906. The purpose of bonuses: to reward individuals who 
can make a difference in how effectively we serve clients and 
in our ability to assist clients in solving tough problems
professional advice that adds value. We continue to devote 
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significant attention to ensuring that our base pay structures 
remain competitive in the broad markets in which we com
pete for staff. In order to distinguish accurately and objec
tively how we should be positioned in those various markets, 
we have committed ourselves to continued monitoring of our 
pay position through analyses conducted by independent 
consultants. And our commitment to differentiating in favor 
of superior performers and recognizing the stars continues. 

Other Considerations 

Beyond these initiatives, some major human resources 
policy changes have been effected and several other signifi
cant efforts have been designed, endorsed, and will be im
plemented over time, with the support of the firm's manage
ment and the partnership. The encouragement, support, and 
investment of the partners have enabled the finn to move 
away from accepting results like turnover or professional 
disenchantment with public accounting as inevitable. It has 
enabled us to influence the results through sound and pro
gressive practices that treat people as responsible profession
als and evaluate and reward their contributions accordingly. 
It has contributed to changes in our overall culture. 

We have doubled the number of 
paraprofessionals in our 
audit practice . .. 

But probably the greatest challenge for finns and their 
leadership is rooted in some of the ingrained beliefs touched 
on earlier in this article. Basically, the key question is: Which 
rigid aspects of our business must remain so and which can 
be changed? Effective change will require coming to terms 
with being less concerned about uniformity or bound by 
tradition in our personnel policies. Progress will come 
through predicating human resources strategy and policies 
on business needs, the needs of the outside market, and the 
professional needs of the professional expectations of our 
people-rather than on internal processes and controls. 

Why is Cultural Change so Difficult? 

If it seems so simple, why is cultural change so difficult? 
Among successful organizations, it is with extreme difficulty 
that embedded practices and traditions change. Attempts to 
change culture should not be simply for the sake of change 
but instead, to enable and support the achievement of stra
tegic and operating objectives. First, for effective change to 
begin, a number of things have to happen. There has to be a 
recognized need for change, and its legitimacy must be firmly 
established. Second, the levers by which we can effect change 
have to be identified. Next. specific actions have to be delin
eated-and support and commitment must be cultivated. 
Moreover, agreement has to occur at the front-end regarding 
the measures that will be applied to gauge success. Impor
tantly, results have to be monitored, evaluated and commu
nicated-an ongoing obligation of management. 
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a long time 
for general ledger 
rmancial reporting 
this fast. 
When you calion the Ledger Express to produce general 
ledger financial reports for your clients, you come out 
way ahead. Because Ledger Express sets new standards 
for speed, economy and convenience. 
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Inevitably, resistance will be encountered in cultural 
change because risks are present, new rules are always sus
pect, and unknowns are cause for concern. Bringing about 
change in the human resources area and needed change in 
the management of our firms is an extremely difficult task 
but one that we must lend our best efforts to accomplishing. 

We are placing more emphasis on teams 
as opposed to structured hierarchies . .. 

Summary 

In summary, there are three major points to keep in 
mind. First, there is very little guidance available on how to 
manage professional services enterprises or how to create 
people policies that are innovative and can work in changing 
market and business situations. It is time for firms to stop 
looking to the outside for answers and start setting their own 
examples, ones other organizations will emulate. 

Second, firm leaders need to promote the application of 
more judgment and less rules in how people are managed. 
Personnel practices that confine a firm's thinking about peo
ple and relieve managers or partners of accountability for 
dealing with the judgmental aspects of human resources 
matters are, quite simply, inadequate to support successful 
change. 

Among successful organizations it is 
with extreme difficulty that embedded 
practices and traditions change. 

Third, simplifying how we manage our firms can help 
focus better on what we are in business to do-to serve 
clients. We would do well to keep the ultimate measure
client satisfaction-in mind as we seek to promote improved 
human resources management and cultural change in our 
organizations. n 
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Success in the Accounting Profes
.rion, focuses on the capafiilities 
needed by the profession that 
should be developed by the educa
tional process. "Responsibility for 
curriculum development and ap
propriate teaching methods rests 
primarily with the academic com
munity," notes the paper,- but a co
ordinated effort is needed. As part 
)f this effort, the firms offered up 
to $4 million over five years to sup
port development "of stimulating 
and relevant curricula." 

The paper recommends estab
'.ishment of a coordinating commit
tee of all major accounting 
.!onstituencies to address these is
mes and to aid colleges and uni
versities in revising their 
:!urriculums. The American Ac
:!ounting Association, as the pri-

EXHIBIT l' 
Accounting graduates: 
~ply and demand 
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mary group representing 
accounting faculty, should lead this 
effort. The paper said the profes
sion also should be more active in 
reviewing the accreditation stan
dards set by the American Assem
bly of Collegiate Schools of 
Business. 

The challenge ahead for both 
practitioners and academia "is to 
create a curriculum that will draw 
the best students and provide them 
and their instructors with an inter
esting, demanding and relevant ex
perience," it concludes. 

MORI COMHiHiON SaN 
FOR ACCOUNTING 
RlCRUns 
Competition by CPA firms for the 
best and brightest new recruits is 
likely to be more intense this year 

than ever before. 
A survey by the American Insti

tute of CP As reveals that the num
ber of accounting graduates has 
dropped for the third consecutive 
year, leaving firms with fewer new 
graduates to choose from and mak
ing it more difficult to woo the best 
of them. 

In 1987-88, the total number of 
accounting graduates decreased 4% 
to just over 51,000, while demand 
for graduates by CPA firms rose 
3% (see exhibit 1 below). Demand 
is projected to increase even fur
ther for 1988-89. 

AICPA vice-president-educa
tion Rick Elam predicts public ac
counting firms won't be the only 
ones to feel the pressure, since gov
ernment and industry demand for 
the shrinking pool of graduates also 

I 
: 

1971- 1972- 1973-- 1974- 1975- 1976- 19n- 1978- 1979- 1980- 1981- 1982- 1983- 1984- 1986- 1987-
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 19n 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1987 1988 -',-
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-

Supply of graduates 
Public ac:countm'g demand 

. ,-. c . 
No data avaiable for 1985-1988. 
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is on the rise. "Recruiting the best 
students is getting harder for 
everyone," he noted. (For a break
down of where 1987-1988 account
ing graduates found jobs, see 
exhibit 2 above.) 

More women. The study shows 
more women entering accounting 
than ever before; they constitute 
52% of new accounting graduates. 
In 1976-77, women made up only 
28% of accounting graduates. In the 
past decade, female graduates 
hired by CPA firms have nearly 
doubled, from 24% to 46%. 

More graduate degrees. Firms 
increasingly need CP As 'With grad
uate aecounting backgrounds. 
Some 11 % of graduates and 22.3% 
of experienced recruits hired by 
firms last year had master's de
grees in accounting. This year, the 
need is projected to increase to ap
proximately 12% of new recruits 
and 28% of new employees with 
public aecounting experience. 

More nonaccountant profes
sionals. Firms also are hiring more 

nonaccounting majors for profes
sional positions. Nearly a third of 
the nonaccountant group had non
business degrees. 

''Trends seen in the study seem 
to confirm that long-term success as 
a CPA depends on the candidate 
having an education that includes 
more thanjust technical accounting 
subjects," Elam said. 

Copies of The Supply of Account
ing Graduates and the Demandfor 
Accounting Recruits, 1989 (prod
uct no. GOOO95) are available from 
the AICPA order department at 
(800) 334-6961; in New York State, 
(800) 248-0445. 

BENEFITS & COMPENSATION 

CEO COMPENSATION: 
BIGNESS PAYS 
How do the salaries of mid sized 
business owners stack up against 
those paid executives of America's 
corporate titans? Unfortunately for 
the smaller businessperson, there's 
no comparison. 

The chief executive officers at 
of the nation's top 100 industr 
corporations earned a whoppi 
median total compensation (ba 
salary plus annual bonus) 
$1,218,000 last year, according 
an analysis of proxy statements 1 
consultants TPF&C. The medi; 
compensation increase for inCUl 
bent CEOs at the nation's bigge 
companies was 14.4%. 

In contrast, owners of Americc 
midsized, privately held business. 
paid themselves, on average, arE 
atively meager $151,000 in dire, 
and indirect compensation. Th 
was an increase of 13% above tr 
1986 median amount for midd. 
market business owners, accord in 
to the Geneva Cos., a financial se 
vices organization. 

The study of middle-market 0\\, 

ers was conducted through cont 
dential evaluations of the books , 
some 2,500 companies with annw 
revenues between $1 million an 
$100 million. 

Direct salary was 78% of tot, 
continued on page 1: 
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• ACCOUNTING EDUCATION 

AnRACTING THE 
BEST CANDIDATES 
by DENNIS REIGLE and JOHN MEINERT 

The subjed of attracting the best 
candidates has many facets. It is 

essential to appreciate the candi
dates' perspective. What is impor
tant to them as they assess the 
profession as a career and later seek 
opportunities in it? What will at
tract them? What do they want in 
development and advancement? 

MEASURING CANDIDATES 
Are people with the raw talent and 
drive we need attracted to account
ing curriculums and in sufficient 
numbers? This is an increasingly de
bated issue. The answers will de
termine the caliber of student we 

DENNIS REIGLE is a partner of Arthur 
• .{ndersen & Co., Chicago. JOHS 
.'rIEI.VERT, CPA. chairman emeritus of 
Hartmarr Corp .. is an im'estment banking 
principal with J. H. Chapman Group. Ltd .. 
Rosemont. Illil!ois. 

THE ACCOUNTING 
GRADUATE 
OF THE FUTURE 

Accounting educators and ~mploy
ers of accounting graduateS need 
to·study careful1y the demograph
ics of their regions:1>ver the next 
several years, the characteristics 
and availability or accounting stu
dents and new accounting gradu
ates will vary markedly from state 
to state. III some areas of the 
West and South, accounting de
partments are expected to be 
overrun with applicants while in 
other areas, particularly the 
Northeast, accounting programs 
may need new and creative ways 
to attract Emough good students to 
justify their existence. 

Two-year schools will playa piv
otal role in the number of people 
majoring in accounting. An ever
gro~ing percentage of the popula
tion is likely to start at junior col
leges. Unfortunately, these 
students are much more likely 

will recruit and the future of ac
counting education. 

The bright side to this issue is 
that accounting enrollments have 
stabilized and quality appears to be 
on the rise. The curriculum inno
vation being promulgated by the 
Accounting Education Change 
Commission grants, the number of 
high-quality master's programs 
emerging in response to I50-hour 
legislation and the addition of many 
excellent graduate accounting edu
cation programs jointly sponsored 
by firms and universities for non
accounting majors all point to a tal
ent pool that should be sufficient in 
size and strength. 

THE PROfESSION'S IMAGE 
Enhancing the image of the profes
sion in order to attract students is a 
continuing challenge. Recent stud-

than university: students to drop 
out short of a degree; those who 
do complete baccalaureate degrees 
will take longer than four years. 

The 1989 book Shaping Higher 
Education', Future: Demographic 
Realitiu mad Opportunities, 1990-
2()()() by Levine, Arthur and Asso
ciates presents some important 
facts about the demographic 
changes of higher edueation: 

• The number of college gradu
ates during the next 20 years will 
depend heavily on the percentage 
of minority students completing a 
university education. The survival 
of some traditionally white uni
versities will depend on their at
tracting and awarding degrees to 
minorities. 

• Higher education institutions 
are overrepresented in the areas of 
the deepest population declines
the Northeast and Midwest. Since 
the growth in the college-age pop
ulation will be from groups typi
cally less able to afford schools at 
great distances from their homes, 
some promising students may not 

ies, including those by Professor 
Dan Deines at Kansas State Uni
versity, indicate we still have a long 
way to go compared with other 
professions in terms of attractive
ness in the eyes of high school and 
college students. Recent research, 
conducted by the Gallup organiza
tion for the AICPA accounting ca
reers subcommittee, confirms the 
existence of negative stereotypes. 
The profession must be perceived as 
attractive to be seriously consid
ered by the best students. Whether 
the issue is salary/compensation, 
status or more excitement and ad
vancement opportunities in other 
fields, it is clear the profession is not 
totally effective in communicating 
its salient features to the profes
sionals of tomonow. 

IMPROVEMENTS AHEAD 
The profession, however, already is 
undergoing many changes that \\ill 
make it more attractive to the best 
candidates. For example 

• Work will become more "value 
oriented" by becoming more di
rected to determining and filling the 
needs of companies and clients, as 

find space in quality programs. 
• Because top students usually 

seek the best education available, 
the more elite public and private 
institutions are receiving greater 
numbers of applicants than ever 
before. 

Applications to law and medical 
schools remain high through good 
and bad economic times and ups 
and downs in the college-age popu
lation. Research shows the level of 
interest in all graduate degrees is 
at an all-time high (61%) among -
freshmen students. 

When eompared to those of the 
198Os, the futW"e accounting grad
uate will be older and more likely 
to be from a minority group, will 
have started college at a two-year 
school and will have worked while 
in school. 

Universities and employers will 
need to take account of these facts 
when planning to attract and re
tain these people. 

By RICK ELAM, CPA, PhD, AlCPA 
vice-president-education. 

: :..:.:." '""---------------------------------------------..... 
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WE. ,more interesting, and should 
generate greater excitement. 

• A CPA's performance will be 
measured by clients and employers 
in terms of "value added" and a.bil
ityas a business adviser. 

• As industry becomes more 
globalized, international experi
ence \\ill be demanded and highly 
compensated. 

• Less lower-level wprk will be 
performed as technology has an in
creasing impact. 

• Higher compensation should 
result from more education, skills 
and experience. 

• As CP As become more quali
fied, opportunities should improve 
for promotion or rising to the top in 
related fields such as finance and 
management. 

• More flexibility is being de
manded by CP As and will evolve in 
careers and life-styles. Women will 

INTEGRATING 
ETHICS INTO THE 
-:COUNTING 
LLJRRICUlUM 
All businesspeople have societal 
obligations that transcend their 
corporate obligations. CP As' 
unique obligation to society is' 
more specific than most: to be re
sponsible for financial reporting to 
the public, which by law and soci
ety's expectation is a fiduciary ob
ligation. Training people for that 
responsibility is an awesome task. 
It is tempting to teach accounting 
as a technical discipline, but we 
dare not succumb to that tempta
tion lest our students be underpre
pared for their real challenge
applying their technical skills ethi
cally for the benefit of society. 

In response to concerns ex
pressed by the National Commis
sion on Fraudulent Financial 
Reporting and others about the 
paucity of ethics coverage in the 
accounting curriculum, schools are 
beginning to integrate ethics train
ing into accounting, and ethics 
seminars have been conducted for 
accounting professors. Ethics cases 
~ under development by the 

~rican Accounting Association 
aud will challenge students to de
cide which resolutions provide the 

rejoin the work force after having 
children. 

• The I50-hour education re
quirement will mandate more mas
ter's degrees. Many of these CPAs 
will have business experience, now 
being required for a master's. 

• Entry-level requirements will 
become higher, and CP As will be 
expected to be productive sooner. 

• With continued growth in the 
consulting area, there will be more 
movement, both ways, between 
CP A firms and industrv. Public 
practice and industry cun=ently em
ploy CPAs almost equally. 

While it is not yet clear sailing, 
the ongoing changes in demograph
ics and in the profession should mit
igate today's difficulties in 
identifying, attracting and recruit
ing the best candidates. How long 
the profession can remain in that en
viable position is another question. 

most balanced benefit for society, 
for the company and for their own 
personal integrity. 

The cases and the seminars are 
important, but in the long run all 
of us who teach accounting must 
find ways to work the ethical di
mension into all course work. Pen
sion accounting must be 
understood, but we also must force 
our students to confront the ethics 
of selecting the necessary assump
tions. The new cost accounting 
must be mastered, but we must 
ensure as well that our students 
see the ethical issues involved. 

At one AAA seminar on ethics 
in accounting a participant said, 
"It's really simple. This program 
teaches accounting as having a hu
man face." His sum-up is right, of 
course. Chief financial officers un
derstand their companies' financial 
constituencies and CP As under
stand the scope of their real clien- -
tele; in that understanding they 
know accounting's human face. We 
must help our students anticipate 
the human faces behind their tech
nical work. 

By ROBERT SACK, CPA, professor 
of accounting. The Darden School. 
University of Virginia. Charlottestoille. 
and a fOT'7rU!T chief accountant of the 
Securities and ExcJw.nge Commission 
Division of Enforc~. 

SCHOOLS OF 
ACCOUNTING 

Schools of accounting have grown 
in stature and influence since the 
first one was established in 1973, 
a movement that has received 
the ongoing endorsement of the 
American Institute of CPAs. To
day many schools of accounting 
are leaders in the changes sweep
ing accounting education. 

Because they are separate aca
demic units and thus have control 
over theircutriCtilums, the 
schools can restructure their ac
counting programs quickly to 
keep pace with the changing 
needs of the marketplace. -In ad
dition, they can si~t~ in-// 
fluenee tenure and prwn.o~. . • . 
policies to get the racuIt1~lf1ey~~' 
want_ .'~ ~;;j~~~;:~, /; 

The schools, which hay'~, ~f'~:~;\~ , 
proved to be effective ve1iIcles, -
for recruiting the best and ' 
brightest students, offer many 
benefits, such as top-notch fac
ulty with significant practical ex
perience who like the professional 
school environment. 

Schools of accounting have es
tablished a close relationship with 
the public accounting profession. 
CPA firms provide individual 
schools with instructors to teach 
classes, members for their advi
sory boards, support for curricu
lum revision and financial 
resources. This close relationship 
is especially important in today's 
quickly changing practice envi
ronment as firms are being asked 
to expand both the quality and 
quantity of their services. 
Schools of accounting can help 
firms deliver these services by 
supplying high-quality profes
sional staff 'With the skills, abili
ties and knowledge to keep pace 
'With the new dimensions of busi
ness on national and international 
levels. 

Working in partnership with 
practice and industry, schools of 
accounting have been, and will 
continue to be, effective provi
ders of quality individuals to the 
business world. 

By JfICHAEL DliL'rIOND, CPA. 
dean of the School of Accounting. 
University of Southern California. 
Los Angeles. 
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PRt\CTITIONERS 
FORUM 
THE SIX MOST COMMON 
RECRUITING MISTAKES 

Mark Satterfield, direcim of career 
services, Emory University Gradu
ate School of BusiT/£88 Administra
tion, Atlanta, and a college recruit
ing consultant, explains why firms' 
on-campus efforts don't always 
succeed. 

A successful recruiting program is 
critical today because of shrinking 
accounting graduating classes and 
flrms' greater efforts to raise pro
ductivity and cut costs by recruiting 
only "the best and the brightest. " Yet 
many CPA fums aren't satisfled with 
their recruiting efforts because they 
don't include all of the components 
necessary in a college relations ef
fort. Here are some of the reasons 
firms don't get maximum results 
from their campus trips. 

THE WRONG SCHOOLS 
WERE RECRUITED 
A variety offactors should be consid
ered when selecting where to re
cruit. Geography, alumni who work 
for the flrm and a strong accounting 
department are all valid criteria. One 
mistake that should be avoided, es
pecially if college recruiting is a new 
activity for a flrm, is going only to 
campuses that are known nationally 
for their accounting programs. The 
competition is already well estab
lished at these schools and a new
comer's efforts usually will not yield 
immediate results. To achieve short
and long-term success, supplement 
recruiting at the well-known schools 
with a concerted effort to identify the 
"hidden jewels." These are schools 
that may have an emerging reputa
tion for excellence but are not yet be
ing heavily recruited. They are often 
smaller schools or those not located 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
• COLLEGE RECRUITING 
has become more competitive be
cause of shrinking accounting 
graduating classes and increased 
pressure on flrms to hire only the 
best. 
• FIRMS' EFFORTS MAY 
fail if they make one of these com
mon recruiting mistakes: 

I. Picking a nationally known 
school where competition is 
flerce. Instead, look for schools 
with an emerging reputation for 
excellence. 

2. Conducting interviews only. 
Firms that get to know faculties 
and establish a presence on cam
pus will have better success. 

3. Giving the wrong presenta
tion. Students are interested in 
fmn size and achievements, but 
don't forget to tell them about 
what their jobs will entail. 

4. Failing to understand the 
flrm's image on campus. Firms 
should emphasize the positive and 
try to address misperceptions. 

5. Sending poorly trained or 
uninterested recruiters. Firms 
should consider the advantages of 
sending a line accounting manager 
instead of human resources per
sonnel. 

6. Failure to follow up as prom
ised with a desirable prospective 
employee. 
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Why me, Mommy? 
Children often ask hard-to-answer 

questions. And parents don't always 
have the right answers. But how do 
you explain cancer to your child? 

To find out how you can help St. 
Jude answer the questions of child
hood cancer, write for your free 
brochure. 

St. Jude Children's 
Research Hospital 
505 .'1orln P"icwtry .. "'''''phis. TN 38105 
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• FORUM 

in large cities and may have be 
overlooked by the recruiting coml 
titian. Select schools the same Wa' 
fishennan decides where to fish: Pi 
a pond that is well stocked, but cou 
on getting the best results at plac 
that aren't surrounded by crowds 
other fishennen. 

INTERVIEWS AND 
NO'IHING ELSE 
Too often, accounting firms par 
chute onto a campus, conduct int€ 
views, leave-and then wonder wI 
they didn't achieve the anticipatE 
results. The success of a college rei 
tions program hinges on what pr 
cedes the on-campus interview 
This preinterview activity may iJ 
elude one-on-one visits with influel 
tial accounting faculty and universit 
staff, company presentations d. 
scribing opportunities at the firn 
summer internships, financial COl 

tributions, appearances by fir! 
members on panels or teaching an a< 
counting class. 

An important first step is to vis] 
with the placement director at an. 
school being considered. He or sh 
can provide you with a great deal c 
infonnation about the make-up ofth 
student body, the recruitment ef 
forts of other finns and which finn 
recruit at the school. The placemen 
officer often can make recommenda 
tions on activities that will increa& 
the firm's visibility. The more crea 
tive a finn is in developing and main 
taining visibility on campus, th! 
greater the likelihood it will achiev! 
tangible success. 

A BAD PRESENrA1ION 
A highly respected, nationall: 
known firm recently made a presen· 
tation to a group of accounting stu· 
dents. For 45 minutes, the presente! 
proudly talked about the size of thE 
firm. This was followed by an ex
haustive overview of how the firm'~ 
list of clients had increased consist
ently over the past three years. In
teresting stuff perhaps , but not what 
the audience wanted to hear. At no 
point did the presentation touch or 
what the firm was like to work for or 
the day-to-day responsibilities of the 
job or the criteria for performance. 
Students most want to know about 
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tlu-hallenges and opportunities the 
fi:. ,,cfers and the training they will 
receive. They are also very inter
ested in how one career opportunity 
differs from others they may be 
considering. 

WHAT'S 1ME FIRM'S 
IMAGE ON CAMPUS? 

I Too often, firms seeking to recruit ac
countants execute a generic recruit
ing program without taking into con
sideration differences in the way 
they are perceived on campus. It's 
important that the firm be familiar 
with students' understanding of 
what a career at the firm will mean so 
that employment issues can be ad
dressed during the on-campus pre
sentation or through other means. 
However, it is difficult for a f"mn to 
determine accurately what its image 
is, using internal resources. One way 
to identify perceptions-and misper
ceptions-about a f"mn is to use an 
outside consulting service to conduct 
interviews with faculty, administra
tors and students who turned do\\n 
pre~us offers of employment. 

IMI -'IlONG UCRUmRS 
Probably no one factor has hurt rE!
cruiting programs more than having 
a poorly trained or uninterested in
terviewer show up on campus. Doing 
so will yield disappointing results no 
matter how much hard work the firm 
does beforehand. 

There are advantages and disad
vantages to sending a line accounting 
manager instead of a human resource 
recruiter. The line manager offers a 
iepth of knowledge about the ac
~ounting field that the human re
>ources recruiter does not have. Ad
iitionally, students often prefer to 
;~k with someone actually work
ng In accounting. Unfortunately, be
:aUSe accountants aren't involved in 
nterviews as often as human re
'ources personnel, they may not be 
lroficient at it. The result can be an 
ncomplete interview and a bad hir-
19 decision. Bad hiring decisions can 
reate a variety of problems, incIud-
19 excessive turnover. 
If. ~untants interview on cam
~ l~ 1portant that they receive 
~aIrun15 m selecting candidates for 
U"ther consideration. A typical on-
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campus interview schedule consists 
of 13 half-hour interviews. Not only 
is the pace grueling, but the inter
viewer must obtain necessary infor
mation in an abbreviated period of 
trtne. Managers should be trained in 
the mechanics of intervie\\"ing and 
should have a solid grasp of selection 
criteria. Getting information is not 
the goal of the interview-getting 
the right type of information is. U n
less managers understand selection 
criteria, they will have great diffi
culty evaluating candidates. 

POOR FOU.OW UP 
It's a shame when a firm works hard 
at identifying its image on campus, 
makes a strong presentation that 
covers issues important to students, 
trains and sends to campus a top
notch recruiter and then drops the 
ball in the critical follow-up stage. 
Firms that tell students they'll be 
back in touch in two weeks should do 
everything they can to honor that 

commitment. Even telling the stu
dent that it will take a while to make 
a decision is better than not commu
nicating at all. I've always found it 
curious that organizations will com
municate quickly with students in 
whom they have no further interest. 
However, they are agonizingly slow 
to get in touch with students with 
whom they're initially impressed. 
Logically, the opposite should occur, 
but time after time well-meaning or
ganizations have made this mistake. 

When students come for the office 
visit, make sure each person the stu
dent will meet has a clear role in the 
selection process. Ask each inter
viewer to focus on a certain compo
nent of the selection criteria. Place 
senior managers or partners last on 
the schedule, primarily to sell stu
dents on the benefits of joining the 
firm. With out-of-town students, a 
nice touch is to invite them to arrive 
the night before and arrange for 
them to have dinner with someone 

from the firm. Ideally this woul. 
an individual recently recruited f 
the same school. Since stUdents 
on a tight budget, prepaying aU 
tickets, direct billing hotel rooms 
promptly reimbursing them for t 
out-of-pocket expenses makes ~ 
vorable impression. Addition~ 
students appreciate receiving ar 
teniew schedule with the names 
titles of the people they'll meet. 

1ME SlUDENI'S DECISION 
This article doesn't cover everytr 
frrms should know about recruit 
-or even all of the things that car 
wrong in a college relations em 
However, in planning and review 
recruiting efforts, an important f 
step is to recognize that the most 
sirable students usually are being 
cruited by other accounting fin 
How a company follows all of j 
components of its college relati( 
strategy carries significant weigh 
the student's ultimate decision. 
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PRACTITIONER'S GUIDE TO 
MAKING STIJDENT 
PRESENTATIONS 

By Lucinda Van Alst, DBA, CPA, and 
James Schmutte, DBA, CPA, both of 
Ball State Unit'ersity 

A
s an accounting practitioner, you 
may be called upon to make an 
on-campus presentation to students. 

The invitation may come from a professor 
who wants your "real world" perspective 
to complement the "theoretical" approach 
often found in textbooks. Perhaps, you may 
be approached by a student group, such as 
Beta Alpha Psi, to present a program in
tended to introduce students to the ac
counting profession and its challenges. 

Accepting the Invitation or 
Offering Your Time and 
Expertise 

If you accept such an invitation, or ex
tend an offer to a school or student group, 
you must approach the presentation's 
preparation and delivery with the same 
degree of profeSSionalism as if the pro
gram was for a grcup of potential clients. 
The accounting academician can occasion
ally give a poor lecture or have a bad day in 
class and still have me balance of the term 
to regain the students' respect. You, on the 
other hand, have L'lis one opponunity to 
impress and have impact on the students. 
This is especially imponant because stu
dents often apply their reaction to you and 
your presentation to your firm in general. 

Thus, the quality of your presentation 
can influence, eitl-:.er positively or nega
tively, your firm's future recruiting efforts 
at that schooL 

This carryover effect can be especially 
beneficial to the small firm that is often 
faced with the task of having to overcome 
the dominant on-(ampus presence and 
"aura" of the national firms. 

By presenting a well-prepared program, 
you can very quickly demonstrate the via
bilit), and profeSSionalism available in the 
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non-national firm. On the other hand, a 
less-than sterling presentation may cre-dte 
or reinforce the perception that firm size 
equates to firm quality. The discussion that 
follows details several suggestions and 
guidelines to help you prepare for your 
first campus presentation. 

Timing is Everything 
The timing of the presentation is influ

enced by whether the program is intended 
as a complement to a professor's course or 
a self-contained program for a student 
organization. Regardless of the program's 
purpose, you should allow ample lead 
time to de-.·elop and prepare the presenta
tion. When scheduling the date, be sure to 
consider your practice commitments as 
well as the time required to develop the 
presentation. If the presentation is in
tended for a class, the professor will usu
ally be constrained by a course syllabus or 
sequencing of topics. Accordingly, you 
should defer as much as possible to the 
instructor's time table. On the other hand, 
greater fleXibility is generally available 
when scheduling student group presenta
tions. 

The uncenainties asSOCiated with prac
tice and client demands will require you to 
arrange, within your firm, for a qualified 
alternate presenter. You should keep the 
alternate abreast of the program's develop
ment in case a last minute change is nec
essary. 

Selecting an Exciting Topic 
If the program is being planned for a 

student group, selecting an appropriate 
topiC can prove to be a challenging task. 
This is due to the lack of direction the 
group's representatives often have and the 
significant differences in the levels of ac
counting education within the group. In 
these situations, you would be wise to 
consult with the group's Eacult), advisor 
who can suggest topics appropriate for the 
membership. 

If the program is to complement an 
accounting course, you wiII need to work 
closeh' with the instructor to assure the 
coordination between your presentation 
and the students' current course work. It is 
important to understand the students' fa
miliarity with the topic, including not only 
the material covered in the course, but also 

any other courses in the school's aCCOunt_ 
ing program. You and the professor should 
agree on a topic that you feel comfonable 
presenting. The instructor may have a spe_ 
cific area of interest or provide a shon list 
of suggested topics. Likewise, you rna..
have a panicular area of expenise that you 
would like to share with the students, but, 
remember, the instructor is responsible 
for ensuring that the topiC is appropriate 
for the class. 

Don't Wing It 
An outline should be developed and 

followed to ensure that your presentation 
is both logical and complete. You may be 
tempted to "wing the presentation" based 
on your recollections of how college pro
fessors lecture. The fallacy is that good 
professors, the ones you probably remem
ber and desire to emulate, actually work 
from an outline and only give the ippear-
ance of being able to "just talk about any 
accounting topic." Students, who later be
come practitioners, do not realize that 
professors often teach multiple sections of 
a course each term and tend to teach the 
same courses each year. Thus, professors 
are continually repeating and refining their 
lectures and easily create the impression 
that their lectures are spontaneous. Jv:
cordingly, you should develop a detailed 
outline that covers the entire program, not 
just its technical content. 

You're On! 
Arrive Early, Plan on arnvmg at the 

presentation site early enough to make 
sure the necessary equipment is on hand 
Set up and familiarize yourself with its use, 
and make sure your materials are in the 
proper order. Nothing ruins a presentation 
more than having to wait for the equip
ment to be located and set up or watching 
the presenter fumble with the equipment 
or root through a Slack of transparencies. 

Tricks of the Trade. The success of any 
presentation depends on follOWing a few 
"tricks of the trade." Visual aids, such as 
overhead transparencies and slides, are 
useful techniques that add structure to a 
program. But, be careful not to tum your 
presentation into a series of qUickly chang
ing overheads that you re:Id to the class. 
Limit your use of overhe:Ids to presenting 
complex or intricate situations and serving 
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IS focal points for your discussion. Your 
:isu<JJ..a;naterials should be professional in 
Ipp lee and arranged in the proper 
xder tor presentation. If you will be llSing 
werhead trarlSparencies, it is a good idea 
[0 bring some extra clear transparencies 
md a marker for any unanticipated eKam
;Jles or spontaneous notations you might 
;vant to make. Providing a booklet that 
corresponds with your Visual aids gives 
students something tangible to work with 
and keeps them involved in the presenta
tion. 

Don't Read or Memorize. The presenta
lion should be neither "read" nor "mem
orized;" rather, it should flow from your 
outline. Prepare a detailed outline of ~hat 
vou want to sav but not how to sav it By 
repeatedly going over the outline, you wiil 
be able to fill in and expand around the 
material. This approach will give the pre
sentation a more natural flow and sponta
neous appearance. Avoid the temptation to 
ad-lib or deviate from vour oudine. Both 
practices can tum a ~ell-designed pro
gram into a meaningless presentation. 

Limit Your Use of War Stories. Avoid 
turning the presentation into a series of 
"war stories." Incorporating your experi
ences can greatly improve the presenta
tion; however, they should be used spar
ingly and relate to a specific point. In 
genetal, do not tell a war stor" if it encom
pas :00 many facts, takes' too long to 
relatt:, or is not direct(}' related to the topic. 

AvoidJargon and Acronyms. Your pre
sentation should be free of technical jar
gon and acronyms. While practitioners are 
comfortable when talking about SSARS, 
SAS. ACRS, MACRS. and various taX code 
sections, students are not. The heaVY Ilse of 
such terminologies can tum an info~mative 
presentation into a meaningless blur for 
the students. 

Make Connections Between Courses, 
Real World. You can really add to the 
presentation's educational value by point
ing out wherever possible how account
ing's various dimensions are interrelated 
in practice. Students proceed through their 
aCCounting education course by course 
and often fail to see the interrelationship 
between the courses in the curriculum. 
For example, you might illustrate how a 
topic covered in a cost accounting class can 
be used in a taX or audit engagement. In a 
Similar vein, do not denigrate the students' 
education. Avoid constantly telling stu
dents how different the "real world" is 
from what they are studying in their classes 
or how much more the\' still have to learn 
after they graduate. . 

Use Jokes CarefUlly and Sparingly. Do 
not.-empt to use jokes unless vou can tell 
th{ ;ell. A common mistake'is to tr\' to 
Open the presentation with a "humo~ous 
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story." While it is important to put the 
audience at ease, not evervone has the 
ability to tell a good joke. Too many oth
erwise excellent presentations have been 
ruined by a poorly told joke. Remember, 
students have not been exposed to many of 
the situations that become the basis of 
"accounting jokes;" thus, they may com
pletely miss the "humor" in your story. If 
you do use humor in your presentation, 
make sure it is in good taste and will not 
offend any member of your audience. 

Don't Turn Your Presentation into a 
Recruiting Pitch. Your program is in
tended to be an educational experience for 
the students. The program's recruiting 
value will come from the profeSSionalism 
of your presentation and not your sales
manship. In fact. overselling your firm can 
create a negative image among the stu
dents. 

Don't Put Down Other Firms. Do not 
make any derogatory remarks concerning 
other types of CPA firms or career alterna
tives. Such actions only serve to present 
both vou and your firm in an unfavorable 
light.' . 

Handouts Should Relate to Presenta
tion While it is appropriate to describe 
your firm and distribute firm literature, 
handout materials should be related to the 
presentation. 

Allow Time for Q & A Plan your pre
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sentation to allow a small amount of time ~---------------
for questions; but do not expect to get too 
man\'. Students are usuallv hesitant to ask 
queStions, especially when the practitioner 
is from a firm with whom they hope to 
interview. Thus, you should plan some 
time for questions but be prepared to end 
the presentation and avoid the awkward. 
"If there are no questions--thank you" 
closing. 

Educator's and Faculty Sponsor's 
Roles 

The educator should give the students 
advance notice of the presentation. This 
includes informing them of the topiC. as
signing any related readings or possibly 
distributing literature. If the presentation is 
part of a course, the instructor should 
assure that the student~ have a vested 
interest in the program. This can be ac
complished by incorporating the presenta
tion into a quiz or examination. The edu
cator should attend the presentation not 
only as a matter of profes~ional courtesy 
but also to be readily a\-ailable if needed. 
The instructor should not use the presen
tation as an opportunity for a "substitute 
teacher." The educator's presence can help 
stimulate the discussion during the ques-
tion and answer period. The educator's 
questions, however. should enhance the 
educational \-aIue of the program without 
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turning the discussion into an academic 
debate thaI excludes students. If the pre
sentation raises matters that interest the 
faculty member. these can be addressed 
separately at a later date. 

If practitioner presentations are a regu
lar element Yn a course. the educator 
should be ,ure to invite a "ariel'.' of firms 
(both in number and type). Otherwise. 
students may intt~rpret the faculty mem
ber's repeated use of the same firm as an 
endorsement of that firm or type of firm. 

Don't Take the Invitation Lightly 
Student presemations are an excellent 

means to increase' your firm's on-campus 
presence. If approached by a faculty mem
ber or student organization, you should 
not take the invitation lightly. Also. you 
should consider contacting local college 
accounting departments and offer your 
time and expertise to classes or student 
groups. An impressive performance re
quires the investment of both your time 
and effort. That investment, ho~ever, can 
yield a generous return in terms of your 
firm's on-campus reputation and recruiting 
efforts. Remember, quality is the key. 

RECRUITING: CRITICAL 
SUCCESS FACTORS 

By Joseph H. Larkin, PhD, CMA, CIA, 
CPA, Saint Joseph's University and JO
seph M. Ragan, CPA, Saint Joseph's 
University 

Despite the slow economy and the 
downsizing of some firms, recruit
ing is still a crucial task. It mav be 

even more important these days to recruit 
efficiently and cost effectively. Recruiters 
know what they are looking for in a candi
date, but. do tht0' know what the job 
seekers are looking for in a firm? 

This article reports the findings of a 
survey of 195 new hires of the largest 
international public accounting firms. The 
hires for these firms were chosen as a 
matter of efficiencv in getting the views of 
a large sample. The authors believe that 
the lessons learned from the surve\" would 
generally apply to hires at all firms' that do 
recruiting. They identified the most influ
ential individuals lnd elements of the re
cruiting process. 

The survey findings emphasize the be
lief that first impressions are important and 
that a campus presence can go a long way 
in the recruiting process. 

The Study 
A questionnaire was mailed to a sample 

of 225 new hires of the largest interna
tional public accounting firms, after Mav 
1990 graduation. The survey included a Ii;t 
of 12 possible influential individuals in the 
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Male 
Female 
No response 

Tolal 

Division 

Audit 
Tax 
Small business 
No response 

Total 

21-24 ,:,- '., 
25-27- ,;-'., 
28+ :;.' .. ' (.,;' •. 

NoresPon5e , Y?;.; 
, -Total. ".~."','::. 

" . - :"')"1.'" 
'""1,.; ~ ~ , ~; ,-

Grade ~t A:"'~ ,~~~.0;'~: 

n 

96 
98 

1 
195 

Male 
84 
7 
5 
o 

96 

Male 

84 
6 
3 

. 2 
95 

recruiting process and 24 elements critical 
to the recruiting process. 

Responses were returned directly to the 
authors and were confidential. A total of 
195 useable responses were received. rep
resenting an overall response rate of 8"'%. 
Figure 1 provides a demographic profile of 
the respondents. 

The Findings 
Firm personnel met during the office 

visit were the most influential to students. 
These personnel were followed bv people 
from the firm met at on-campus social 
gatherings and campus recruiters. At the 
bottom of the list were neighbors. friends 
of parent~, parents, and siblings. In the 
middle were university professors. other 
students. and friends or relatives employed 
with the firm. See Figure 2 for the ranking 
of influential people. 

The respondents rated the overall per
ception and reputation of the firm, ad
vancement opportunities within the firm. 
and training opportunities as the three 
most important items in the job selection 
process. It is worth noting that each of 

_ i~~~} f 1 ,:~ 
Female' 

Total 
174 
·11"',,:, " 

S 
--2.. , 
195 :-

these items is nonmonetary. Starting salary 
was ranked as the next most important 
item, 

Reimbursement for a CPA exam prep 
course, aaual or threatened litigation 
against the firm, a bonus for passing the 
CPA exam, and opportunity for out-of-town 
travel were rated as the least important. 

Interpretation of the least important fac
tors should be made cautiously. It could be 
that these items are simply not important 
to new hires. Or, perhaps, respondents see 
these items as similar across firms. See 
Figure 3 for neW hires' perceptions regard
ing most and least important items. 

What Does All This Mean? 
The findings are helpful to firms in 

several ways. First, they should encourage 
firms to carefully select their on-campus 
recruiters and assure that thev are well
trained and knowledgeable abOut the firm. 

Second. if firms were considering cut
backs in participation at on-campus activi
ties. they may want to reconsider. Step
ping-up their efforts in this area may, in 
fact, make sense. n 
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Student Views Toward The 
On-Campus Recruiting Process 

A major problem facing both pub
lic accounting firms and corporations is 
the hiring of qualified graduates for en
try level accounting positions. The 
problem has been magnified in recent 
years due to a decrease in the number 
of accounting majors. Consequently, 
finns have intensified their on-campus 
recruiting efforts to hire entry level staff 
from the diminishing pool of candi
dates. This effort has included the es
tablishment of recruiting departments 
comprised of profeSSionally trained 
staff charged with the responsibility of 
hiring entry level accountants. 

A number of studies have been 
conducted on the recruiting of account
ing students. We sought to examine the 
effect of the current practices of recruit
ers on students, including the impact of 
the process on the final decision made 
by students in selecting employment. 
Some educators are concerned that cur
rent recruiting practices have become 
too aggressive and firms may be recruit
ing in a manner detrimental to both the 
student and the firm. The objective of 
this study was to find answers to the 
following questions: 

l. What is the reaction of students 
to the current on-campus recruiting 
practices of public accounting firms and 
private corporations? 

2. What effect do current on-cam
pus recruiting practices have on stu
dents' academic and personal lives? 

3. What factors influence a student 
in making the final employment deci
sion? 

On-Campus Interviewing 

To get a sense of the impact of the 
on-campus interviewing process We 
asked a number of questions, summa
rized in Exhibit 1. Students are likely to 
miss some classes in order to interview 
according to 75% of the respondents: 
As indicated by 62%, some emotional 
energy will be devoted towards inter
viewing at the expense of academic 
work. However, this process did not 
harm students' grades or personal life. 
Eighty two percent did not feel that 
their grades suffered from the process, 
and 89% did not feel that their friend
ships were put under strain. According 
to 66% of the students, they were able 
to manage their time well during inter
viewing, and it was 'no problem: In 
fact, 76% of the respondents indicated 
that they found the whole process "ex
citing. ' 

Receptions/Information Sessions 

As part of the on-campus recruiting 
process, most firms sponsor a reception 
or information session some time prior 
to the day of the interview. We defmed 
a reception as an event where food is 
served, but there is no formal presen
tation. An information session is often 
held in a conference room or a class
room, food is incidental and there is a 

EXHIBIT 1 ,I 
REACTIONS TO ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWING PROCESS ;'~B: 

____________________________ ~;-';'J' 

Response 
No 

Yes No ~ 

a. I missed some classes in order to interview. 75% 25% 
b. My grades suffered because I lacked sufficient 

time (or energy) to study. 18 82 
c. My emotional energy was cflVerted towards inter-

viewing, not academic work. 62 34 4% 
d. My friendships were put under strain due to ten-

sions over interviewing. 7 89 4 
e. My esteem suffered because I was not success-

ful in the interview process. 12 82 6 
f. I was invited to only a few interviews so it cfldn't 

mat1er. 4 78 18 
g. I found the whole process exciting. 76 8 16 
h. I managed my time well and interviewing was no 

problem. 66 23 11 
i. I did not take the process seriously. 4 90 6 
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formal presentation by the finn. Some 
firms, as part of the recruiting procE~ss, 
will hold information sessions for any 
interested students. 

We sought to examine this practice, 
as it may consume a considerable 
amount of student time. 

The questionnaire asked respond
ents to indicate the number of such 
receptions or information sessions that 
they attended. The majority of the re
spondents indicated that they attended 
anywhere from four to eight public ac
counting sessions and one to five pri
vate corporation sessions. Typically, 
students spend from one to three hours 
at each session. 

When asked if they found recep
tions/information sessions helpful in 
the actual interviewing process, 84% of 
the respondents attending receptions 
for public accounting found the sessions 
helpful, and 76% of the respondents 
attending information sessions for pri
vate corporations found them helpful. 
When asked if they felt they had to 
attend the reception/information s·es-

ALL THE COMPUTER 
STUFF YOU NEED: 

• HARMONY'S "CLIENT ACCOUNTING 
FOR YOU-A TOTAL WORK 
PROCESSING SOLUTION WITH 
WRITE·UP, AFTER·THE·FACT 
PAYROLL & FINANCIAL TOOLS. 

• A COMPLETE SELECTION OF 
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE FOR 
YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS: 
OPEN SYSTEMS"', HARMONY"', 
BEDFORD, IN· HOUSE ACCOUNTANT 
AND MANY MORE... 

• COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 

Eastern $YsIerns 
545 W. 45111 Street. New Yon... NY 10036 
Php-o.N.Y. Metro 212-245-8800 
C, let' Servace: 80().223-Q 1 0 1 

CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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EXHIBIT 2 
TIME PREFERENCE FOR SCHEDUUNG SECOND INTERVIEWS 

During Fall semester class periods 
During Fall semester on non-cIass days 
During January vacation 
Saturdays dumg the semester 

Prefer 

Would 
not 

want 

54% 
29 

No 
preference 

25% 
16 
11 
20 

Between Christmas and New Year's Day break 

21% 
55 
82 
21 
45 

7 
59 
39 16 

sions to prevent a negative impact on 
their chances of a job offer, 72% of the 
candidates for public accounting posi
tions indicated they thought they did 
have to attend, compared to 58% of the 
candidates for private corporation po
sitions. 

Despite the time spent and pressure 
felt, when asked if the reception/infor
mation sessions should be abolished, 
96% of the respondents seeking ac
counting positions (public and private) 
indicated they should not be abolished. 

Second Interview 

After the on-campus interviews are 
completed, the finns will invite candi
dates to the firm's office for a second 
interview, which generally lasts from 
three to six hours. Of the 56 respond
ents to the questionnaire, 47 received at 
least one invitation for a second inter
view, with two respondents receiving 
10 invitations. 

We proceeded to investigate the 
importance of the second interview to 
candidates and whether they were 
helpful towards making a decision 
about a finn. As indicated by the re
sponses, it would appear that the over
whelming majority consider the second 
interview helpful in making a decision 
about a firm. 

The respondents were also asked 
about their time preference for sched
uling second interviews. In Exhibit 2, a 
summary is presented of students' re
sponses to five different time prefer
ences for scheduling second interviews. 
In order of preference, the respondents 
would prefer second interviews during 
the January vacation, during the fall 
semester on non-class davs, or between 
the Christmas and New Year's Day 
break, in that order. A majority of re
spondents would not want to schedule 
second interviews during class periods 
or on Saturdays during the semester. 
Because of the location of the campus, 

students must often leave for the inter
view the day before the scheduled ap
pointment. 

Ninety-two percent of the respond
ents indicated they had sufficient choice 
for scheduling second interviews. 

Interviewing Process 8S 8 Whole 

We asked several questions in an 
attempt to determine the respondents' 
evaluations of the overall interviewing 
process. When asked if interviewers 

Save Up To $55 ••• 
Get The Same 

Helpful Information. 
Some insurance companies charge 

up to $55 for the same kind of 
information contained in our Free 
"Government Filing Procedures" 
manual (qualified retirement plans!. 

To be sure, the $55 manual looks 
better, being printed on slick paper 
in designer colors. Ours is just 
typewritten pages containing little 
more than the distillation of 30 
years' experience in small-case 
employee benefits. 

We do, however, update our 
manual every year and include the 
latest versions of filing forms. 

Nothing fancy, just 
informative ... and free. 

For more iniormation 
plus your ;ree copy of 
"GFP," write: 

Berkshire life Insurance Co. 
700 South Street 
Pittsfield, MA 01201 

BERKSHIRE 
CIRClE 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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asked reasonable questions, the re
spondents indicated 'yes" for 96% of 
the public accounting interviews and 
for 79% of tl}e plivate accounting inter
views. When asked if the interviewers 
gave an accurate picture of what work
ing for the firm would actually be like, 
the respondents indicated "yes" for 70% 
of the public accounting interviews and 
'yes" for 64% of the private accounting 
interviews. When asked if they thought 
they were misled in any way by a re
cruiter during the interview process, the 
respondents indicated 'no" for 91 % of 
the public accounting interviews and 
'no" for 78% of the private accounting 
responses. (Remember that the number 
of private corporation interviews was 
less than for public accounting.) 

It appears from the students' re
sponses to the interviewing process as 
a whole that in a large majority of in
stances questions asked were reasona
ble and that infc.rmation given was not 
misleading. This is true for both public 
and private accounting. However, 
many would like more non-public ac
counting opportunities and some would 
like the recruiting process to be spread 
over a longer period of time, e.g., not 
be so concentrated in the Fall semester. 

Observations and Conclusions 

Our data strongly suggest that fac
tors at the back end of the recruiting 
process had more impact than those at 
the beginning. For example, 70% of re
spondents felt the office interview was 
"very important" versus 22% for the 
campus interview and 31 % for the re
ception/information session. Consider
ing what most students felt was "help
ful" about office visits (i.e., 'chance to 
speak with more people;" 'chance to ask 
more questions;" "able to see firm's fa
cilities;" "learn more about the job I 
would be doing") it seems that the sub
stance of what was learned at the office 
visit was a major determinant. 

At least two related suggestions 
arise from this conclusion. One is that 
pre-interviewing receptions might be a 
stronger tool for generating hires if 
some structured presentation about the 
firm were included. Topics might in
clude training, the nature of assign
ments, what it takes to succeed, etc. The 
social part of the reception would then 
enable students to ask more questions 
early in the process. 

Concomitant with the first point is 
the need to get students to accept invi-

tations for office visits. Our data indi
cate that most of the students turn 
down one or more office visits, there_ 
fore deciding against a firm even prior 
to learning the most important things 
about it. 

What is the influence of external 
opinions? The opinion of others does 
have an impact on a student's decision 
in a significant minority of cases. In this 
context, family is 'important" or "very 
important" to 47%; friends 28%; place
ment office 11 %; and faculty 9%. The 
general reputation of the firm is a key 
ingredient. This is confirmed by the fact 
that the 'reputation of the firm was 
"important" or "very important" to 94% 
of the respondents. It seems that the 
perception of the firm held by a broad 
public will impact on the acceptance of 
job offers and that it would help if 
family members understood and sup
ported the appropriateness of their SOn 
or /daughter entering a firm. D 

Anthony T. Krzystofik 
Richard Fein 

IRS WHAT DO CLIENTS REALLY 
WANT FROM THEIR CPA'S? MAGNETIC REPORTING 

This is one of many topics discussed 
In PROFITABLE ACCOUNTING, a 24 
page booklet written by Howard J. 
Reiss, an experienced CPA firm 
partner, business owner, and 
management advisor. 

LEARN PRACTICAL METHODS TO: 
IMPROVE client perceptions of your 

role in their business 
HELP clients use information profitably 

· SELL more of your services 
· MANAGE your firm more efficiently 
· MOTIVATE your employees 
· COLLECT your Accounts Receivables 

For realistic ideas you can implement 
immediately, at all levels in your CPA 
firm, send your business card and 
$14.95 to: 

REISS 8r: ASSOCIATES, INC. 
1021 Grand St., Suite PRE 
Hoboken, N.J. 07030 

CIRCLE 117 ON READER SER~ CARD 

1099's 
1042's 

+ etc. 
'REC 

Trec offers a professional solution to the IRS 
requirements on computer magnetic reporting. 

We will provide all the following 
services for a low per transactional fee. 

• Obtain required authorization from IRS 
• Prepare and mail proper forms to your clients 
• Supply lists of all activity 
• Submission of information to IRS on magnetic media 
• Provide a hotline for any questions or problems you 

may encounter 
• We utilize our on-site Mainframe computer for entry! 

processing/storage of your information 
• We will assume any IRS penalty due to our negligence 

for start up information II Call now 1-800-543-0063 
- Outside NJ 20112.4·8001/2. FAX • 201I2M-9323 

REC 1005 Hooper Avenue - Toms River, NJ 08753 
Compute, Services - A Division of .:.mMM!a""'!6~ "'S 
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(q~L FRES/RECRUITMENT 

TE INAL 
PESSIMISM SETS IN 

Whenever the recession ends, the economy won't pick up quickly enough 
to absorb the backl~ of newly-qualifieds 

entering the market every SIX months 

T
his month, a look at salaries in 
public practice - and there has 
been no real improvement re
cently. If anything the FRES 

survey indicates that starting salaries have 
declined slightly since we covered this sec
tor six months ago. 

To find out what is really going on in the 
practice job market it is necessary, as usuaL 
to talk to the people at the sharp end - the 
recruiters. I always find it refreshing that, by 
and large, recruitment consultants tell it like 
it is. A property columnist, by contrast, 
spends large amounts of time dealing with 
wily professionals trying to talk the market 
uP" Readers may find this honesty a mixed 
blessing at present, however. 

Patrick Porter of Robert Half leads off 
by confirming the survey's impression of 
moribund salarit:s. He says that many firms 
have salary reviews once a year now, rather 
than twice as before, and worse, many firms 
are frequently not giving staff rises. 'I've 
heard the words "pay freeze" mentioned on 
more than one occasion recently,' he adds. 

Chris Nelson of Michael Page confirms 
this, drawing on the hard evidence of a sep
arate salary survey of around 400 account
ants in public practice his company has car
ried out. 'To be honest, there's a high per
centage of people who've received nothing, 
probably as many as 35% to 40%.' The 
Page survey shows another 40% getting 
rises of about 2<7c. with only the top lO<Je to 
15% getting 7% or 8%. 

So is it short rations for most practition
ers, with the finns assuaging only high fly
ers with fatter pay-packets? Mr Nelson says 
yes, commenting: 'I think firms are con
scious. given that we hope to come out of 
recession in the next 6, 9, 12 months when
ever it is. that thev should be careful not to 
freeze the very g~od people because when 
the upturn comes, what they don't want to 
do is lose their best people.' 

The Page survey covers those already in 
jobs. But the situation is worse for the 
majority of chartered accountants seeking a 
position. Many are being taken on at very 
low starting salaries. The general market 
rate for newly-qualifieds in particular ap
pears to be regressing, while jobs offered to 
experienced but redundant personnel are 
paying lower salaries than they would have 

/ . 

t- "r. Peter Ca~ JI 7 d ((VI: if tS Cf v"{ rL q /-rr; l1.'/1. 1-, 
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guy on the phone: recalls Mr Nelson. 'He ntOdest rise in recruitment activity, 
was earning 42K a year ago, was made re- demand pent up in the run-up perioc 
dundant from one of the corporate finance released. 
teams; I've just put him into a medium- But longer term, the outlook for the pi 
sized firm at 37!1.!K. that's a four grand drop. tising firms is grim. 'The problems on 
The prospects are very good for him - it's a practising side go beyond the recessi( 
very good job - but if you look back, two explains Mr Porter. 'I think any imprc 
years ago he would have been looking for ment in the economy isn't going to ne( 
20% to move; he would have been saying, sarily improve job prospects in practis 
"Well, give me 50 grand and I'll move". firms. In commerce and industry, rna 
Another position I've just filled today, per- yes, headcount freezes may come off, 
sonal tax market, somebody who was on certainly not in practice, particularly v 
17,750 has moved to 16!1.!; she's been out of the number of qualified chartered acco 
work for three months.' tants entering the market every six mon 

So it's bargain basement time for firms I really think these redundancies aren't, 
recruiting staff. But despite this the recrui- going to be a case of '90, '91, '92, it's gc 
ters say it is difficult to find high-calibre to be '92, '93, possibly even '94. 
personnel. 'There's hundreds of newly- 'This is partly because it's going to t 
qualified chartered accountants looking for very slow climb out of recession, but a 
jobs: Mr Porter says, 'but it's the quality. although the number of graduates entel 
It's the perception of quality which isn't has declined, the quality has increased 
there: you know, "Have these people got pass rates are going to be even highe 
what it takes?" , anything. The numbers aren't going to d 

Some of the firms looking for staff are that much, because there's three ye 
understandably wary and hedge their bets. worth already in the pipeline. So the DI 

According to Mr Porter, 'What they're say- bers are going to continue coming thro 
ing is "Come in for six months and if you and the economy isn't going to pick up 
work out well we'll give you an increase ficiently to soak up all those excess ch 
after that" '. And there's the rub: 'You don't ered accountants.' 
know whether the increase is actually going Morale is at an extremely low ebb. " 
to materialise, do you?', he points out. But recession's gone on for so long now that 
it's a risk for the firms as well: 'There's the optimism's gone: says Mr Porter. 'Te 
gamble aspect to it which seems to be pre- inal pessimism seems to have set in, it re 
valent.' has. In six months the difference is amaz 

There are some buoyant niches in a mar- A few finns are saying, "WelL we're d( 
ket scraping along the bottom. 'There's OK", but they're not jumping up and d( 
pockets of activity within the specialisms,' and shouting it out. They're just sa) 
says Mr :-.Ielson, citing forensic accounting "We're doing OK and we're bloody grat 
and personal taxation as examples. And in we are"; they're not saying "things 
the wake of the election there should be a improving". ' 

CURRENT PUBLIC PRACTICE STARTING SALARIES 

Job Greater Midlands! South South west North North Scotian 
title London East Anglia east /Wales east west 

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Senior 20.5 17 19 17.5 13.5 16.5 17 
Supervisor 25 19 21 19 16.5 18 20 
Assistant 
manager 25 20.5 20 21 20 24 
Manager 32 24.5 29 25 24 24.5 27 

C',,;-1""~ I-..ol"lo.;"e ',...~ ~1I1o'/~1c:: 4"("Im C:I tr'liPI"J1c::nr lIn 11~11~lIv ;,.,c!ude a car 3r1d often include a oens!( 
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Guest Editorial 
JQ \'\ I 10 
C~A-Jou(n~/ 

Is There A Future 
for Auditing? 

[Editor's Note: We have just rushed full speed into the 1990s! As 
we enter the home stretch of the 20th century, we sense an 
anticipation of change at an even faster rate, with a fair share of 
question marks as to where the changes will occur. Our guest 
editorialist for this "beginning of the end" is A. A. Sommer, Jr., 
who reflects on the luture of auditing. 

Mr. Sommer is chairman of the Public Oversight Board of the 
SEC Practice Section of the Division for CPA Firms of the 
AICPA, having been on the Board since 1983. He was a Commis
sioner of the SEC from 1973-1976. A Partner in the law firm of 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, Washington DC, Mr. Sommer has a 
way of seeing the b!~st of what the profession does and continues 
to be a strong supporter of the profession's self-regulatory 
efforts.] 

It is not diffiC'llt to prove that accounting and auditing 
are at the very heart of our system of enterprise. Capitalism 
is all about numbers, for it is through numbers that the 
values of assets are expressed, liabilities are denominated, 
earnings and losses are told. As society and business have 
become more and more complex, the processes by which 
those numbers so meaningful to the economy are derived 
have become, not surprisingly, significantly more compli
cated and even arcane. 

Even if we lived in a world in which we could trust 
everyone to be candid, honestly representing the numbers 
portraying their businesses, there would remain the diffi
culty of determining how the numbers were derived, how 
they were calculated, what assumptions went into them, 
what procedures were followed in developing them. 

Thus, we have the enormously important job of ac
counting: developing the numbers according to commonly 
understood and .accepted rules, seeing that the events and 
circumstances surrounding those numbers are adequately 
described, and developing those rules and prinCiples of 

disclosure as well. This leads, of course, to the equally 
important role of auditing: assuring that the numbers have 
indeed been calculated using the commonly understood 
and accepted rules and, to at least some extent, assuring 
that they are an honest rendition of the underlying reality. 

It is impossible to conceive of a functioning capitalistic 
society without accounting and auditing, healthy and flour
ishing, pursued by trained, motivated, bright men and 
women of unimpeachable integrity. 

The history of the accounting profession in a capsule is 
the continuing effort to reach agreement on the rules by 
which the numbers are to be derived and to assure that 
they are reviewed in accordance with standards designed 
to assure their reliability by people free of any bias or 
impediment to objectivity. It may be truly said that the vast 
libraries in our accounting fmns and elsewhere are all 
related to these simple propositions. 

It is ironic that in this time, when we have come so far 
in developing accounting principles and auditing stan
dards, there should be concern about the future of the 
profession. And yet there is. 

Recently, the distinguished dean of an outstanding 
business school narrated with compelling statistics the 
falloff in the numbers of students in his school and nation
wide majoring in accounting both at the undergraduate and 
graduate school levels. Increasingly they are pursuing 
courses of study that will take them into investment bank
ing, consulting and other highly publicized paths to un
common riches. 

This tendency on the part of young people to shun a 
conventional auditing career is undoubtedly influenced by 
what they hear about the declining profit margins realized 
on audit work, the long hours demanded of assistants, and 
the dangers posed by increasing consolidation within the 
profession. 
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If these trends continue, the day may not be distant 
when there will simply not be enough auditors to perform 
their historically critical function. In the alternative there 
may be enough people who call themselves "auditors" but 
whose competen.ce is not equal to their responsibility. 

The primary responsibility for avoiding these calami
tous consequences is, of course, on the accounting profes
sion, but not thE~re alone. The profession must reexamine 
the services it can render in this new environment, which 
has changed the basic techniques of auditing so radically, 
and must build upon the expertise it has acquired in 
dealing with computer technology and communication 
skills. A concept of auditing limited by computer key 
pushing and pawing over papers will not lure enough of 
the right people into an accounting career. Only a role that 
shares the exciting challenges posed to business while at 
the same time preserving the auditor's historic indepen
dence will bring to the profession, and keep in it, the sort of 
talent that has made American CPAs the respected profes
sionals they are today. This may well enhance the value of 

the additional services auditors may be able to render. 
There is a role for business in this, too. They must 

eschew the increasing tendency to view auditing services as 
simply another service like waste disposal, telecommunica
tions, or building maintenance, to be procured at the lowest 
possible price. The competition among accounting firms for 
audit retentions is fierce, and business has seen this as an 
opportunity to pare another cost of doing business. 

This may be tragically short-sighted. It may lead to a 
deterioration in quality, both of services and of the people 
rendering them, that in the long run will deprive business 
of one of its most important assets: the credibility of its 
financial representations. There is a role here for manage
ment and directors to assure that auditors are compensated 
in a manner that will permit them to attract the next 
generation to the profession and to reward adequately 
those now rendering this service so indispensable to the 
free world. The lowest audit fee may not be the best fee to 
assure the quality of the profession into the next century. n 

A. A. Sommer, Jr. 

YEAR END TAX PLANNING W-2/1099 
Electronic Filing 

Service 
• Fast, Calculator SMe Input with Convenient Swikhing 

for Clienr s and Spouse's Information. 
• Integrated State Income Tax Modules 
• 10 Alternatives Can Be Examined Side-by-Side 
• 1 0 Year Proiections Show Long Term Consequences 

PlanMode combines the accurate implementation of intricate 
Federal and State income tax laws with the Aexibility of person
alized reports. It is designed to be easy to learn and use, allowing 
you to produce personalized tax planning reports, in detail or 
summary form, in minutes. Quick, on-screen results allow you to 
examine alternatives during client sessions, or check figures of 
outside preparation firms. Call today for more information, or to 
order a demonstration version of the program. 

~PlanMode~ 
Sawhney Software, Inc. 
The Financial Sohware S~ialists 

888 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10106 

Call Today (800) 752-6344 • In NY (212) 541-8020 

CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

We can handle the entire Job. 
Keyboarding; data conversion; 
software; payroll processing; 
printIng Information returns; 
manlng to payees; preparing 

transmittal forms; and magnetic 
media submission of W-2s, l099s, 
etc. on tape or diskette to the lAS 
or SSA. We process forms W-2, 
W-2P, W-2G, 1042S, 1098, 1099 
(types A, 6, DIV, G, INT, MISC, 

OlD, PATR, A, S), and 5498. 

Contact us for a price estimate. 
We invite comparisonl 

= MAGNETIC REPORTS = 
215 Park Avenue South, 2nd Aoor 

New York NY 10003-1063 

(212) 979-9798 
CIRCLE 76 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



- QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 

First, I made an outline of major topics to be covered (from my 

reading). Then I set out to design questions that would force the 

recruiters to specifically list things that they would judge, and not 

allow them an easy "yes" or "no" answer possibility. Also, I wanted 

the questions (especially the one regarding Personality Styles) to not 

bias the recruiters as to their answers (Le. no negative conotation 

words, phrases, etc.). I used dictionaries, a thesaurus and 

psychology textbooks to avoid this as much as I could. Included are 

many rough drafts of my outline and questionnaire. The last item is 

the list of questions as it was sent to the recruiters. 
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OUTL I NE HONORS THES I S 

I. INTRO 

Duri ng the preparat i on of your job search f or a career in pub Ii c 
accounting have you ever wondered) "What do employers really look for 
when hiring new employees." 

II. ATTRIBUTES SOUGHT 
(Based on Journal of Accountancy) Nov. 1988 "Interview Techniques for 
Hiring the Right Graduates") • 

A Physi£al Appeariln~e • .-1P'" ~ 
1. Dress _~,.,. p.,....,./~ ~ • 

--Conservat ive but Sharp 
2. Grooming 

- Neat Appearance 
- Well Kempt (Consider recent haircut - avoid new style) 
- Clean Shaven (Men) 

B. Character ~ 
Try to sr~ow (through experiences - jobs) etc.) that you embody 
these tra its. 

1. ReI iabi I ity 
2. Honesty ) • -E 
J::tr+?!~~ ~~~. r~~r1~7~~ ..... ~~ . .,~~ 

In e le ' , 

(~ ~ Academics & Achjevements ,I putA> .. 14 ,.,... 
Be prep~ced to ~Plain~ny responsibilties undertaken 

. , __ J.¢JPA) ~~"1"~¥ 

G~ •• ~ .. ~~ 2. ScPioler~;I·ll!9G ~ HeAOI"S ReCe1Vea - $/, :::il •• ,.,.., I 1 

j~Activities ~A';'91'y'ee If! ).......... 
4. Offices Held J 



/ 1 

~J/ r 
~ ~. Emotional Characteristics J~t (e t ;yJq~/f\"f'J lJ __ . 

. ~ Show you are a well-rounded) enthusiastic person wi lots of energy f/ 1. Work Ethics 
~~;...., ../ 2. Positive Attitude 

-

-

}. StabilIty 
4. Self-Confidence 
S. Sense of Humor 

~. Ct,·F~~'hI ~!!d?r-\,~r,...-~-, :tti =:::f-f:>- ~. Personality Style 
../ Find which fits the firm the best 

1. Dominant-~ressive 
2. Talker-Persuader 
3. Steady-Organized 
4. Detail-Perfectionist 

1/ l. r t L·t r 'II ~ompu .er 1 _eracy 
Major Point ~ 

Show that you are familiar aFel!lI'l~·and unintimidated by 
computers 

Minor Pomt 
1. Classes Taken 
2. Software Packages Used 
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Questions regarding attributes sought in new employees: 

'Yl ~ ..... U'. " ··f .. (( J .-11 ~ fl-- r1,-<,~ 
A. Physical Appearance ~~ F~ 

What characteristics of a candidates' physical appearance 
are most. Hrtpor:t:ant? 

#~<.A--.,..l--<. t&v'-<"I ~t't.t.tAI·r ~ 0... tfrt- j.,..4.u-J--- ~ 
-Jl' ... , . N#~l(.(.( ;'.l,-l( 0. ..... ' U.04"'/~P(""e.. '. . .' --

B Charactet .f,.,; , .• -'t", r ,. 't . 1 . 7 . '. ._ 
• . _. ...~'r \"'J," .~~~t'. _ ~4~~..,.,'/;.,;'t"~II/·.~., .. ~A..fl.'L;'J..;;f.~C"~'.'1 £1;2. 

tf"""""~"''''' I ... - ..... ~I ·1" ~'-~ ~t.-c,,("-·l-\..C'- ...... .,.I/'-~ ....... ('_r~-I"'t ..... ~,,~ L~.:J. 
What attributes stand out in your mind ~s 6eing attributes 
of reliability? . 

What attributes stand out in your mind as being attributes 
of honesty? 

What actions of a prospective employee could 
demonstrate their reliability? 

What actions of a prospective employee could 
demonstrate their honesty? 

C. Academics & Achievements 

What types of extracurricular activities do you like to 
see on a person's resume? 

D. Computer Literacy 

What items regarding computer literacy are evaluated when 
looking at a candidate and their resume? 

. . E. Emotional Characteristics 

Please give a short statement pertaining to how you judge 
each of the following: 

1. Work ethics 
2. positive Attitude 
3. Stability 
4. Self-confidence 
5. Sense of humor 
6. Flexibility 
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F. Personality Style 

Though you may find all of four of the personality styles to 
contain "va.lued" characteristics, which one, in your 
judgement ~s,,-t-~e-mGst-app~aling. in new candidates? __ , . 

JI-"'J\(\" 'r(r'. rr'. ';·'.",r (r;-·"o,. II'C'~~'( /.n'('\rh·! ["--{I'" ,.,. 
The styles are defined as follows: '. . '--

A) Dominant-Aggressive 
"controlling and noticeable" 
"Enterprising and forceful" 

B) Talker-Persuader 
"Verbally oriented" 
"Good reasoner and coaxerll 

C) Steady-Organized 
IIWell-balanced and serious" 
'~systematicll 

D) Detail-Perfectionist 
"Deals wel1 with minute particulars" 
"Uncontent with less than best" 



Following are.the questions that will be asked during the 
interview: 

According to my research, the attributes listed below have been 
perceived·as important factors in rating perspective new 
employees. 

A. Physical appearance 
(Results indicate that employers want to hire those who have a 
well groomed physical appearance and a professional 
presentation.) 

What characteristics of a candidates' appearance are most 
noticeable and appealing to you in a job interview? 

B. Character 
(Firms seem to be very concerned with hiring reliable and honest 
employees.) 

What attributes stand out in your mind as being attributes 
of reliability? 

What attributes stand out in your mind as being attributes 
of honesty? 

What actions of a prospective employee could 
demonstrate their reliability? 

What actions of a prospective employee could 
demonstrate their honesty? 

C. Academics & Achievements 
(Those students who have reasonably high academic standards in 
addition to a well-rounded base of activities seem to have an 
increased chance of finding employment.) 

What types of extracurricular activities do you like to 
see on a person's resume? 

D. Computer Literacy 
(Research indicates that most accounting firms would like for 
prospective employees to have some hands-on experience working 
with computers.) 

What items regarding computer literacy are evaluated when 
looking at a candidate and their resume? 



E. Emotional Characteristics 
(My research has indicated that most employers would like a good 
indication that each employee possesses these emotional 
characteristics.) 

Please give a short statement pertaining to how you judge 
each of the following: 

1. Work ethics 
2. positive Attitude 
3. Self-confidence 
4. Sense of humor 
5. Flexibility 

F. Personality Style 

Though you may find all four of the personality styles to contain 
"valued" characteristics, in your judgement, which style should a 
well-qualified candidate possess to a greater degree? 

The styles are defined as follows: 

A) Dominant-Aggressive 
This person is skilled at controlling and leading, 
is usually one of the most noticeable and 
possesses great ability to be enterprising and 
forceful. 

B) Talker-Persuader 
This person is very verbally oriented, is a good 
reasoner and/or coaxer and is skilled at 
addressing peoples' arguments and concerns. 

C) Steady-Organized 
This person is well-balanced and dependable while 
being very systematic in their approach of 
problems. 

D) Detail-Perfectionist 
This person deals well with minute particulars, is 
very thorough and is uncontent with anything less 
than best. 



-- TAPING, EDITING & POLISHING 

Next, I set up interviews with six recruiters (two from "Big Six" 

firms, two from regional firms, and two from local firms) so I could 

videotape them. I sent them the list of questions at least a week 

early so I would not "hit them cold". I videotaped each of them in 

their offices, and all were friendly and willing to help. 

The editing process was long and tedious. I viewed each set of 

answers to a question at least twice and tried to choose the best 

three responses from each, while at the same time trying to include 

approximately the same number of responses from each. 

The polishing involved drawing up a handout which the 

students could read before/during viewing the video. This handout 

includes an outline of the video as well as bios of each recruiter. 

Included in this section are the final copies of each sheet listed 

above. The student handout (which has been reduced to fit onto one 

page) is the last sheet provided. 
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RECRUITING IN PUBLIC ACCOUNTING - RECRUITER BIO'S 

LINN CRULL 

Linn has worked in public accounting for fifteen years. He 
has spent his entire career with R. J. whitinger and Company and is 
currently the Personnel Partner for that firm. He has had direct 
involvement with the recruiting process for the last five years. 

DICK CULP 

Dick has worked in public accounting for twenty four years, 
all of which have been with Arthur Andersen. He is now the 
Director of Administration, Personnel and Recruiting with twenty 
years of direct involvement in recruiting. 

MARK DOWNHAM 

Mark has worked in public accounting for fourteen years all of 
which have been spent with the firm of Ernst & Young. He is 
currently the Director of Human Resources, a position which he has 
held for four years. Mark has been very involved with recruiting 
for the last ten years. 

STEVE GAYLORD 

Steve has worked in public accounting for over twenty one 
years. He has spent the last fifteen of those with the firm of 
Katz, Sapper & Miller. He is the Partner in Charge of Audit 
Services and possesses over twelve years of recruiting experience. 

JOHN HOLDEMAN 

John has worked for Crowe Chizek for four years and for three 
of them has been the Partner in Charge of Firm Wide Recruiting. 
Previously, among other positions he has worked in a private 
accounting practice. In total he has had direct involvement with 
the recruiting function for over twenty five years. 

TIM MICHEL 

Tim has worked in public accounting for ten years. He is now 
in his ninth year with the firm of George S. Olive. Currently, Tim 
is the Manager of the Human Resources Department. He has worked 
directly with the recruiting process for over four years. 
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RECRUITING IN PUBLIC ACCOUNTING - STUDENT OUTLINE 

This video is intended to inform the student interested in a 
position in public accounting about some of the important factors 
which recruiters base their hiring decisions on. The format for 
each question includes a short introduction of the question 
suceeded by answers from some of the recruiters. The questions are 
presented in the following order: 

A. Physical appearance 

What characteristics of a candidates' appearance are most 
noticeable and appealing to you in a job interview? 

Respondents: John Holdeman, Tim Michel, Steve Gaylord 

B. Character 

What attributes stand out in your mind as being attributes of 
reliability and honesty, and what actions of a prospective 
employeE~ could demonstrate those attributes? 

Respondents: Linn Crull, Mark Downham, Dick Culp 

C. Academics & Achievements 

What types of extracurricular activities do you like to 
see on a person's resume? 

Respondents: John Holdeman, Steve Gaylord, Mark Downham 

D. Computer Literacy 

What items regarding computer literacy are evaluated when 
looking at a candidate and their resume? 

Respondents: Tim Michel, Mark Downham, Steve Gaylord 

E. Emotional Characteristics 

The recruiters were asked to give a short statement pertaining 
to how they judge each of the following: 

I. Work ethics 
2. positive Attitude 
3. Self-confidence 
4. Sense of humor 
5. Flexibility 

Respondent(s) 
Linn Crull, Dick Culp 
Dick Culp 
Linn Crull 
Tim Michel 
Tim Michel 
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F. Personality Styles 

Though you may find all four of the personality styles to 
contain valued characteristics, in your judgement, which style 
should a well-qualified candidate posess to a greater degree? 

The styles are defined as follows: 

A) Dominant-Aggressive 
This person is skilled at controlling and leading, 
is usually one of the most noticeable people in a 
group and possesses great ability to be 
enterprising and forceful. 

B) Talker-Persuader 
This person is very verbally oriented, is a good 
reasoner and/or coaxer and is skilled at 
addressing peoples' arguments and concerns. 

C) Steady-Organized 
This person is well-balanced and dependable while 
being very systematic in his/her approach of 
problems. 

D) Detail-Perfectionist 
This person deals well with minute particulars, is 
very thorough and is not content wi th anything 
less than best possible outcome. 

Respondents: John Holdeman, Tim Michel, Mark Downham 

G. Closing Comments 

The recruiters were asked to make a summary statement 
pertaining to the recruiting process. 

Respondents: Linn Crull, John Holdeman, Dick Culp 



RECRUITING IN PUBLIC ACCOUNTING - RECRUITER BIO'S 

LINN CRUL"L 

Linn has worked in public accounting for fifteen years. He 
has spent his entire career with R. J. Whitinger and Company and is 
currently the Personnel Partner for that firm. He has had direct 
involvement with the recruiting process for the last five years. 

DICK CULP 

Dick has worked in public accounting for twenty four years, 
all of which have been with Arthur Andersen. He is now the 
Director of Administration, Personnel and Recruiting with twenty. 
years of direct involvement in recruiting. 

MARK DOWNHAM 

Mark has worked in public accounting for fourteen years all of 
which have been spent with the firm of Ernst & Young. He is 
currently the Director of Human Resources, a position which he has· 
held for four years. Mark has been very involved with recruiting 
for the last ten years. 

STEVE GAYLORD 

steve has worked in public accounting for over twenty one 
years. He has spent the last fifteen of those with the firm of 
Katz, Sapper & Miller. He is the Partner in charge of Audit 
Services and possesses over twelve years of recruiting experience. 

JOHN HOLDEMAN 

John has worked for Crowe Chizek for four years and for three 
of them has been the Partner in Charge of Firm Wide Recruiting. 
Previously, among other positions he has worked in a private 
accounting practice. In total he has had direct involvement with 
the recruiting function for over twenty five years. 

TIM MICHEL 

Tim has worked in public accounting for ten years. He is now 
in his ninth year with the firm of George S. Olive. Currently, Tim 
is the Manager of the Human Resources Department. He has worked 
directly with the recruiting process for over four years. 



RECRUITING IN PUBLIC ACCOUNTING - STUDENT OUTLINE 

This video is intended to inform the student interes'ted in a 
position in pUblic accounting about some of the important factors 
which rectuiters base their hiring decisions on. The format for 
each question includes a short introduction of the question 

·suceeded by answers from some of the recruiters. The questions are 
presented in the following ordera 

A. Physical appearance 

What characteristics of a candidates' appearance are most 
noticeable and appealing to you in a job interview? 

Respondents: John Holdeman, Tim Michel, Steve Gaylord 

B. Character 

What attributes stand out in your mind as being attributes of 
reliability and honesty, and what actions of a prospective 
employee could demonstrate those attributes? 

Respondents: Linn Crull, Mark Downham, Dick Culp 

C. Academics & Achievements 

What types of extracurricular activities do you like to 
see on a person's resume? 

Respondents: John Holdeman, Steve Gaylord, Mark Downham 

D. Computer Literacy 

What items regarding computer literacy are evaluated when 
looking at a candidate and their resume? 

Respondents: Tim Michel, Mark Downham, Steve Gaylord 

E. Emotional Characteristics 

The recruiters were asked to give a short statement pertaining 
to how they judge each of the followinga 

1. Work ethics 
2. Positive Attitude 
3. Self-confidence 
4. Sense of humor 
5. Flexibility 

Respondent(s) 
Linn Crull, Dick Culp 
Dick Culp 
Linn Crull 
Tim Michel 
Tim Michel 

F. Personality Styles 

Tho~h you may find all four of the personality styles to 
contain valued characteristics, in your judgement, which style 
should a well-qualified candidate posess t~ a greater degree? 

The styles are defined as follows: 

A) Dominant-Aggressive 
This person is skilled at controlling and leading, 
is usually one of the most noticeable people in a 
group and possesses great ability to be 
enterprising and forceful. 

B) Talker-Persuader , 
This person is very verbally oriented, is a good 
reasoner and/or coaxer and is skilled at 
addreSSing peoples' arguments and concerns. 

C) Steady-Organized 
This person is well-balanced and dependable while 
being very systematic in his/her approach of 
problems. 

D) Detail-Perfectionist 
This person deals well with minute particulars, is' 
very thorough and is not content with anything 
less than best possible outcome. 

Respondents: John Holdeman, Tim Michel, Mark Downham 

G. Closing COmments 

The recruiters were asked to make a summary statement 
pertaining to the recruiting process. 

Respondents: Linn Crull, John Holdeman, Dick Culp 
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REACTION SUMMARY 

Overall, this project proved to be a very good experience. 

I definitely learned a great deal of things to do differently 

when producing/making a video. In the end I am very happy with 

the result. I had hoped for a more professional graphics package 

in the video. However, the Ball State Telecommunications 

department proved to be very unhelpful and rude regarding any 

inquiries about the use of their equipment and stated in no 

uncertain terms would I be allowed access to it. 

Since recruiting itself is a very subjective concept it was 

sometimes difficult to "tie the recruiters down" as to specific 

things they judge and why. But, looking at the video from the 

viewpoint of a soon-to-be-interviewing student, I think there are 

many things to be learned just by understanding what the 

recruiters are thinking regarding hiring decisions • 

------------------------------------------------------------


